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1. Introduction

Understanding the behavior of individual firms has been at the
center of the recent research agenda in international trade. Most of
this research has focused on the role of firms as exporters. Recently,
there has been a new emphasis on the behavior of firms as importers
of intermediate inputs, which account for two-thirds of world trade
(Johnson and Noguera (2017), Miroudot et al. (2009)). This literature
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has for example focused on the link between imported inputs and
firm productivity (Halpern et al. (2015), Blaum et al. (2018)), the effect
of large crises on aggregate productivity (Gopinath and Neiman (2014),
Blaum (2019)), domestic product scope (Goldberg et al. (2010)), and
firms' global sourcing patterns (Antràs et al. (2017)).

While different in focus, the contributions in the literature have
mostly relied on a common theoretical framework. Because productiv-
ity is assumed to be factor neutral, this common framework features a
strong restriction on firms' import demand system: holding the set of
sourcing countries fixed, firm productivity should not affect the alloca-
tion of spending. In other words, essentially all existing firm-based
models of input trade imply that firms' import demand is homothetic.

In this paper, we use French micro data to test this homotheticity
prediction and show that it is systematically rejected. We find that
firms differ substantially in how they allocate their spending across a
common set of sourcing countries and that these differences are sys-
tematically related to firm size. In particular, large firms concentrate
their expenditure on their most important trading partners. To
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rationalize this finding, we extend the baseline framework in the litera-
ture by incorporating (i) a complementarity between input quality and
firm productivity and (ii) heterogeneity across countries in their ability
to produce high quality inputs. This extended model predicts that im-
port demand is non-homothetic because large firms import expensive,
high quality inputs and therefore bias their spending patterns towards
countries with a comparative advantage in the production of inputs of
higher quality. We rely on data on unit values to verify this and other
predictions of the extended model.

We start our analysis by laying out a framework that nests most of
the contributions in the literature on input trade, which we refer to as
the baseline model of importing. Firms can source their inputs from
multiple foreign countries, there is imperfect substitutability, and the
production technology features constant returns to scale given the set
of inputs sourced. Importantly, as long asfirmproductivity is factor neu-
tral, this baseline framework features a homothetic import demand sys-
tem. In particular, holding the set of sourcing countries fixed, firms'
expenditure shares depend only on the prices and qualities of the sourc-
ing countries and should therefore be independent of firm size.

We next implement a test for this prediction in the data. As stressed
by the theory, this requires appropriately controlling for the extensive
margin of trade. We do so by comparing firms sourcing a particular
product from the exact same set of countries.1We find systematic viola-
tions of the baseline model as firms disagree substantially in their allo-
cation of import expenditure across countries. Importantly, such
disagreement is not merely idiosyncratic but is systematically related
to firm size. In particular, we show that the expenditure distribution
of large firms first-order stochastically dominates that of smaller firms.
In addition, the allocation of domestic vs foreign expenditure is also
non-homothetic. Large firms spend relatively more on domestic inputs,
after controlling for the extensive margin.

Our findings are at odds with a large class of models. The reason is
that the homotheticity of import demand in the baseline model is inde-
pendent of many aspects of the theory. Most importantly, we do not
have to impose any restriction on firms' extensive margin of importing.
Hence, our test applies regardless of whether importing is subject to
fixed costs, to what extent such fixed costs vary across firms and coun-
tries, or whether firms select their trading partners through a dynamic
process of network formation. Moreover, we also allow firms to com-
pete in output markets in an unrestricted way and we do not need to
impose particular functional forms for firms' production technologies.

We then propose a tractable extension of the baseline model of
importing that endogenously generates a non-homothetic import de-
mand and can rationalize our findings. We do so by incorporating two
additional ingredients. First, every sourcing country offers a menu of in-
puts which are differentiated by quality. Higher quality inputs are more
costly to produce and, crucially, countries differ in the elasticity of pro-
duction costs with respect to quality. This country-specific elasticity
controls the degree of comparative advantage in the production of
high quality inputs. Second, we depart from firm productivity being fac-
tor neutral and allow for a complementarity between firm productivity
and input quality as in Kugler and Verhoogen (2012).

We derive two results in the extendedmodel. First, more productive
firms buy higher quality inputs within any given country. This follows
from the complementarity between input quality andfirm productivity.
Second, large firms particularly benefit from countries that produce
quality more efficiently, hence generating an import demand system
that is non-homothetic at the country level. This non-homotheticity
arises from the interaction between the quality-productivity comple-
mentarity at the firm-level and the heterogeneity in quality production
costs across countries. Importantly, without differences in comparative
1 In contrast, a common approach in the literature has been to rely on the number of
sourcing countries to control for the extensivemargin of trade. This is accurate only under
special parameterizations of themodel.We show empirically that the number is not a suf-
ficient statistic for the set of sourcing countries.
advantage across countries, the within-country sorting pattern of firm
productivity and input quality would end up being irrelevant for the al-
location of expenditure across countries, generating an import demand
system that is homothetic at the country level as in the baseline model.

We then provide empirical support for the extended model using
firm-level data on input prices.We proceed in three steps. First, we doc-
ument that larger firms pay higher prices for their inputs within origin
countries. Second, we use this within-country relationship between
input prices and firm size to estimate the elasticity of production costs
with respect to quality at the country level. Intuitively, because the the-
ory implies that large firms buy higher quality inputs, we can infer un-
observed input quality from the size of its buyer. Thus, we can recover
the price-quality elasticity by comparing the prices paid by firms of dif-
ferent size within sourcing countries. Importantly, we find substantial
cross-country heterogeneity in the estimated elasticities and hence in
comparative advantage in quality production.2

Finally, in a third step, we test for the main prediction of the ex-
tended model that large firms bias their spending towards countries
that efficiently produce high quality inputs. Using the price-quality elas-
ticities estimated in the previous step, we find empirical support for this
prediction. In addition, we show that countries whose price-quality
elasticity was estimated to be low tend to account for large shares of
firms' import spending. Taken together, these results show that the
model of input quality choice generates a non-homothetic import de-
mand system that is in line with the data.

This paper is most closely related to the recent literature on firm-
based models of importing. This literature takes a structural approach
to study firms' importing decisions and explores a variety of questions.
Examples include the relationship between firms' import activities and
firm and aggregate productivity (see. e.g. Halpern et al. (2015), Blaum
et al. (2018), Goldberg et al. (2010), Ramanarayanan (2014), Gopinath
and Neiman (2014), Kasahara and Rodrigue (2008)), the analysis of
firms' sourcing decisions (Antràs et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2016; Boehm
et al., 2018), or the exchange-rate disconnect (Amiti et al. (2014)). De-
spite their different focus, all of these papers employ frameworkswhere
the resulting import demand system is homothetic at the intensive
margin.3 We present systematic evidence against this implication and
therefore reject a property which is shared by many contributions in
the literature.

To explain the observed non-homotheticity of firms' import de-
mand, we build a model of importing where firms can choose the qual-
ity of their inputs within sourcing countries. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first to provide a theory of importing with such
firm-level non-homotheticities. We follow Kugler and Verhoogen
(2012) in assuming that input quality andfirmproductivity are comple-
ments. In contrast to them, we focus on the choice of input quality
within foreign countries and how this affects the allocation of import
spending across countries. Consistent with our theory, we find that
larger firms pay higher prices for their imported inputs within narrowly
defined products. This is in line with Kugler and Verhoogen (2009,
2012), who show that larger firms pay higher average input prices
and Manova and Zhang (2012), who show that exporters buymore ex-
pensive inputs from abroad. Importantly, we find that countries differ in
their ability to produce high quality inputs, with richer countries being
particularly productive in producing high quality goods. This finding is
reminiscent but different to Khandelwal (2010). He uses data on import
prices and aggregate import shares to estimate country-level quality.
We use firm-variation to estimate the slope of the quality production
function within sourcing countries.
2 We also show that these differences in comparative advantage are positively corre-
lated with income per capita and hence systematically related to aggregate productivity
at the country level.

3 In Blaumet al. (2018),we derive a sufficient statistic for the change in consumer prices
resulting from a shock to the trade environment. This result does not rely on the import
demand system being homothetic.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 lays out the base-
line model of importing and derives the homotheticity property of im-
port demand. Section 3 contains our test of this homotheticity
property. In Section 4,we introduce a tractable extension of the baseline
model and show that it can rationalize our findings. Section 5 concludes.

2. A baseline model of importing

In this section, we present a general framework of importing. Firms'
import decisions are the solution to a static profit maximization prob-
lem, there is imperfect substitutability between inputs, production is
subject to constant returns and productivity is factor neutral. This
framework is common in the literature and nests most contributions,
e.g., Halpern et al. (2015), Gopinath and Neiman (2014), Antràs et al.
(2017), Kasahara and Rodrigue (2008), Lu et al., (2016), Amiti et al.
(2014) and Goldberg et al. (2010).

2.1. The environment

The economy is populated by a mass of firms, indexed by i, which
purchase multiple inputs to produce. Inputs can either be sourced do-
mestically or can be imported. We make the usual distinction between
input products and varieties. There is a set of productsKwithn elements
and a set of countries C from which the products can be sourced. Varie-
ties are differentiated by their country of originwithin the sameproduct
class. The difference between products and varieties is embedded in the
technology. In particular, we assume that the production function of
firm i is given by

y ¼ y l; x;φið Þ; ð1Þ

where l denotes primary factors, φi denotes firm efficiency and x is an
aggregator of product bundles xk defined by4

x ¼ f x1; ::; xn;φið Þ ð2Þ

xk ¼ gk ηckzck
� �

c∈Σki
;φi

� �
: ð3Þ

Here ηck parametrizes the quality of product k supplied by country c,
and zckdenotes the quantity of product k sourced from country c. Impor-
tantly, Σki⊆C is the set of countries from which firm i sources product k
(which may include the domestic country). We define the firm's sourc-
ing strategy Σi as the collection of sets of countries from which each
product is sourced, i.e., Σi ≡ {Σki}k. For notational simplicity, we refer to
the number of countries firm i sources product k from as nki = ∣ Σki∣.5

We restrict the analysis to production functions f and {gk}kwith con-
stant returns to scale given the sourcing strategy Σi.6 This restriction,
which is pervasive in the literature, allows us to study the optimal
choice of input quantities from a given set of countries without taking
a stand on how such set is selected. Hence, we do not need to impose
any restrictions on how the sourcing strategy Σi is determined,
e.g., whether foreign sourcing is limited by the presence of fixed costs
or whether firms find their suppliers through a process of costly search.
We exploit this separability between the intensive and extensive mar-
gin of firms' import demand heavily in our empirical test.
4 With a slight abuse of notation, we define the production function f over the entire set
K and can always set ηck = 0 if a particular product is technologically useless.

5 An assumption encapsulated in the nesting structure of (1)–(3) concerns the degree
of substitutability between different varieties. In particular, the relative marginal product
of two varieties within a product k does neither depend on the production functions q or f
nor on any allocations (xk′) or technologies (gk′) in different product classes k′ ≠ k. This fea-
ture will be convenient in the empirical analysis to test the theory at the product level.

6 Controlling for the sourcing strategy is an important requirement. Consider for exam-
ple the canonical model of importing with fixed costs. In this case, there are increasing
returns to scale in production. However, holding the sourcing strategy fixed, the technol-
ogy features constant returns to scale.
In terms of heterogeneity, we allow firms to differ in their efficiency
φi and their sourcing strategy Σi. The heterogeneity in Σi reflects both
firms' choices and any underlying heterogeneity in additional primi-
tives. This amounts to allowing for unrestricted heterogeneity in any
unmodeled determinant of the sourcing strategy. For example, in a
model with fixed costs to foreign sourcing, we can allow such costs to
be firm-specific. This is for example assumed in Halpern et al. (2015)
or Antràs et al. (2017).

Regarding the market structure, we assume that firms are price
takers in input markets, i.e., they can purchase any quantity at given
input prices.We assume that these prices, denoted by [pck], are common
across firms and contain all variable transport costs. In contrast, we
make no assumptions on the structure of outputmarkets, i.e., on the na-
ture of demand for final goods and how firms compete.

We now impose the restriction that is at the heart of our analysis.
We consider environments where efficiency is factor neutral.

Assumption 1. Firm efficiency is factor neutral across varieties. That is,

gk ηckizck
� �

c∈Σki
;φi

� �
¼ φiĝk ηckizck

� �
c∈Σki

� �
ð4Þ

where fĝkgk are constant returns to scale production functions.

We refer to the framework laid out so far, includingAssumption 1, as
the baseline model of importing. This framework is general enough to
nest most of the existing theories of importing with firm heterogeneity.
In particular, the literature typically considers the special case with a
CES production structure of the form:

ĝk :ð Þ ¼ ηDkzDk
� �ε−1

ε þ mFkð Þε−1
ε

� � ε
ε−1

andmFk ¼ ∑
c∈Σki

ηckzck
� �ρ−1

ρ

 ! ρ
ρ−1

; ð5Þ

where mFk is a bundle of foreign varieties and D denotes the domestic
input. (5) is a special case of (4). In addition, virtually all contributions
in the literature assume that (1)–(2) are Cobb-Douglaswhere efficiency
is by construction factor neutral and rely on fixed costs as a theory of the
extensive margin. Most of our analysis does not rely on either of these
specific assumptions in any way.

2.2. The homotheticity of import demand

We now characterize firms' import demand at the intensive margin.
Conditional on its sourcing strategy Σi and scale x, the firm chooses the
quantities ofmaterial inputs by solving the following cost-minimization
problem:

Γ Σi; x;φið Þ ≡ min
zckf g

X
c∈Σkif gk

pckzck s:t: f x1; ::; xn;φið Þ≥x
8<
:

9=
;; ð6Þ

where xk ¼ φiĝkð�Þ and we denote by zck(Σi,x,φi) the optimal amount of
product k sourced from country c for a firm producing x units of the
input composite with efficiency φi and sourcing strategy Σi. Because
we are interested in the allocation of expenditure across countries, we
focus on the firm's expenditure shares given by

sck Σi; x;φið Þ ≡ pckzck Σi; x;φið Þ
∑ j∈Σki

pjkzjk Σi; x;φið Þ :

The following proposition contains the central homotheticity prop-
erty which is the focus of this paper.

Proposition 1. The optimal expenditure shares of firm i satisfy

sck Σki; x;φið Þ ¼ sck ηck;pck
� 	

c∈Σki

� �
; ð7Þ



Table 1
Characteristics of french importers in the manufacturing sector.

All importers Importers of ≥2
varieties for at
least 1 product

Mean Median Mean Median

Sales 27,529 3346 43,378 6308
Workers 92 23 139 40
Domestic share 65% 75% 58% 64%
# imported products 17 6 26 14
# sourcing countries 5 3 8 6
Exporters 74% 100% 86% 100%
Affiliates of corporate
groups:

All 45% 0% 58% 100%
With foreign
subsidiaries

24% 0% 33% 0%

With foreign
headquarters

13% 0% 18% 0%

Capital intensity Tangible assets per
worker

77 31 92 36

Number of
observations

Firms × years 187,191 111,271
Firms 49,680 28,612

Notes: Importing firms active in the French manufacturing industries between 2001 and
2006. Our measure of tangible assets is the book value reported in firms' balance sheets
(at “historical cost”). Sales and tangible assets are expressed in thousand Euros. See
Section B.1 in the Appendix for a complete description of the data.

7 We focus on manufacturing firms for two reasons. First, the literature on input trade
has focused on firms that are involved in the production of goods - see e.g. Halpern et al.
(2015), Gopinath andNeiman (2014), Antràs et al. (2017) andBlaumet al. (2018). Second,
only 5% of the firms in the service sector are importers and they account for b5% of econ-
omy wide imports.
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that is, they depend only on the qualities and prices of the varieties
sourcedwithin product k. Conditional on Σki, firm i’s expenditure shares
are independent of productivity φi.

Proof. See Section A.1 in the Appendix.

Proposition 1 implies that, conditional on the sourcing strategy Σki,
the within-product allocation of expenditure is equalized across firms.
Firm characteristics, notably firm efficiency φi, have no effect on the ex-
penditure shares other than through their effect on the set of varieties
Σki. As long as firm heterogeneity is summarized by (φi,Σi), this result
follows directly from the assumptions of factor neutral efficiency and
constant returns to scale. The fact that only the prices and qualities of
the varieties of the corresponding product kmatter follows from the as-
sumption of a nested production function encapsulated in (1)–(3).

The result in Proposition 1 can be easily seen in the case of the ca-
nonical CES production function (see (5) above), where (7) reduces to
the usual expression

sck Σki; x;φið Þ ¼ ηck=pck
� �ρ−1

∑ j∈Σki
ηjk=pjk
� �ρ−1 : ð8Þ

This expression directly shows that no firm characteristic deter-
mines the pattern of spending once Σki is controlled for. In other
words, two firms that source product k from the same set of countries
should have the exact same expenditure shares regardless of their effi-
ciency φ. In Section 3 below, we test whether import demand actually
satisfies this homotheticity property using French data.

2.2.1. Discussion of the extensive margin of importing
We derived the homotheticity property in Proposition 1 without

taking a stand on the extensivemargin of importing. To do so, we relied
on optimality conditions from the costminimization problem taking the
sourcing strategy as given. In general, firms select their sourcing strat-
egy by balancing the cost reductions associated with importing from
different countries with the costs of setting up relationships with for-
eign countries. Formally, the firm chooses its optimal size and sourcing
strategy to solve:

Σ�
; y�; l�; x�

� � ¼ arg max
Σ;y;l;xð Þ

p yð Þy−Γ Σi; x;φið Þ−wl−Ω Σð Þ� �
; ð9Þ

subject to (1), where p(⋅) denotes the demand that the firm faces, Γ is
the cost function defined in (6) and Ω(⋅) provides the cost of establish-
ing a particular sourcing strategy. The literature has typically modeled
these extensive margin costs as fixed costs - see Gopinath and Neiman
(2014), Halpern et al. (2015), Antràs et al. (2017) or Eslava et al.
(2018). As also discussed in Antràs et al. (2017), in a context with
fixed costs this framework does not necessarily predict that more effi-
cient firms import from more countries. As long as there are comple-
mentarities across foreign varieties in the production function, the
cost reduction from importing a particular variety depends on the entire
sourcing strategy Σ. Thus, it might be that relatively inefficient firms
source multiple varieties with low fixed costs and low quality flows
while more efficient firms concentrate on few fixed cost expensive
high-quality varieties. The interdependence of sourcing decisions can
make the characterization of the extensivemargin of importing compu-
tationally harder to solve than in the case of exports, where entry deci-
sions are made market by market - see for example Eaton et al. (2011).
We can ignore these difficulties. By conditioning on firms' sourcing
strategies directly, we focus on the homotheticity of import demand at
the intensive margin, which holds regardless of the mechanics of the
extensive margin.
3. Testing for the homotheticity of import demand

In this section, we assess whether firms' expenditure shares are in-
dependent of firm size as predicted by the baseline model of importing
- see Proposition 1. Using data on Frenchmanufacturing firms, we show
that this prediction is systematically rejected.We propose a novel theo-
retical mechanism that can account for this result in Section 4.

3.1. Data

We start by providing a general overview of the dataset. A detailed
description is contained in Appendix B.1. Because we are interested in
the demand for inputs, we restrict the analysis to manufacturing
firms.7 The official custom files allow us to observe import flows for
every manufacturing firm in France. Between 2001 and 2006,
manufacturing firms account for roughly 25% of the population of
French importing firms and 50 to 55% of total import value.

In the product dimension, import flows are classified at the 8-digit
(NC8) level of aggregation, which means that the product space consists
of roughly9,300 to9,800productsdependingon theyear.Wedefineava-
riety as an8-digit product coming fromaparticular country.Usingunique
firm identifiers, wematch this dataset to fiscal files that contain detailed
complementary accounting information. The final sample consists of an
unbalanced panel of roughly 50,000 importingfirmswhich are active be-
tween 2001 and 2006. Table 1 contains some basic descriptive results for
our estimation sample. It includes a total of 187,191 firm× year observa-
tions,which implies that thereareabout31,000manufacturing importers
per year. The median importing firm has 23 workers and annual sales of
slightly N3 millions Euros. Three quarters of importing firms are also ex-
porters, and this proportion increases to 86% for firms importing several
varieties of at least one product.

3.2. Sourcing strategies

Firms' sourcing strategies are a key ingredient of the theoretical re-
sults of Section 2. Proposition 1 states that the pattern of expenditure
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across input varieties should be equalized among firms with a common
sourcing strategy Σ. We now document two properties of firms' exten-
sive margin of trade which underscore the importance of appropriately
controlling for the sourcing strategy to implement a test of Proposition 1
empirically. We show (1) that firms, in particular large importers, rou-
tinely source a given narrowly defined product frommore than a single
country and (2) that the number of sourcing countries is not a sufficient
statistic for firms' sourcing sets.

3.2.1. Multi-country sourcing and firm heterogeneity
Do firms source a given narrowly defined product frommore than a

single country? Anddofirmsdiffer in the extent towhich they engage in
such multi-product sourcing? Fig. 1 addresses these questions by
displaying the distribution of the number of countries per product.
Specifically, it reports the share of firm-product pairs coming from at
least C countries and the share of aggregate imports these firm-
product pairs account for. While the majority of French firms source a
limited number of varieties per 8-digit product - 90% of French firm-
product pairs are associated with b3 varieties and 75% of them with
only a single variety - there is a group of firm-product pairs that stem
from many countries - about 1% are sourced from N8 countries. Impor-
tantly, these (few) firm-product pairs are very influential as they
account for about 40% of aggregate imports.8 This suggests that there
is meaningful heterogeneity in firms' sourcing strategies.

3.2.2. Is the number of countries a sufficient statistic for the sourcing
strategy?

Several theoretical frameworks in the literature have imposed suffi-
cient structure on the import environment for this to be the case.9 We
show that this is not supported by the data.

Fig. 2 documents the extent towhichfirms that agree on the number
of sourcing countries also agree on their identity. It shows that, among
firms sourcing a particular product from a given number of countries,
8 In Section B.2.1 in the Appendix, we assess the degree of concentration in spending
across countries for multi-country firms. On average, the most popular variety accounts
for about 50 % − 60% of a firm's import budget. Thus, while there is substantial concentra-
tion, multi-country firms spend a non-trivial amount of their total spending on their non-
top varieties.

9 See e.g. Gopinath and Neiman (2014), Halpern et al. (2015), Blaum et al. (2018) or
Ramanarayanan (2014).
there is substantial disagreement about the identity of these trading
partners. To fix ideas, the left panel focuses on one particular product
as an example: “parts of packing or wrapping machinery, including
heat-shrink wrapping machinery” (NC8 84229090). We consider all
firms that import this product from exactly two countries. We depict
the top ten sourcing strategies (two-country tuples) ranked by popular-
ity. If the number of countries was a sufficient statistic for the extensive
margin of trade, this distribution would be degenerate. This is clearly
not the case.While 30% of importers source their parts of wrappingma-
chinery from Germany and Italy, about 20% of importers pair the Italian
variety with either Belgium, Britain or Spain. Similarly, slightly N5% of
firmshave suppliers in China and supplement themwith suppliers in ei-
ther Germany or Italy. Thus, while Germany or Italy always appear in all
top ten sourcing strategies, there is ample disagreement as to the iden-
tity of the accompanying country.

The right panel of Fig. 2 shows that this pattern is not specific to
the example of wrapping machinery but holds more generally. We
redo the analysis of the left panel for all products and report the
across-product average. In addition, we consider not only two-
country strategies, but also the cases of three, four and five varieties
per product.10 We find considerable disagreement in the countries
from which firms import their products, holding the number of coun-
tries in the sourcing set fixed. For example, only 20% of firms that
source a given 8 digit product from exactly two countries, source
this product from the most popular combination of countries. These
patterns suggest that, to implement Proposition 1, we have to control
for firms' entire sourcing set.

3.3. Is import demand homothetic?

We now turn to the test of the main homotheticity prediction of the
baseline model. Proposition 1 puts lots of restrictions on the data. It im-
plies that allfirms that source a particular product k froma set of countries
Σk should have the exact same expenditure shares on each supplying
10 Consider the figure in the upper left corner of Panel B. For each product k, we select all
firms sourcing this product from exactly two countries.We then consider all distinct sourc-
ing strategies, i.e., all combinations of two-country pairs, calculate the share of firms in
each of them, rank the different sourcing strategies by their popularity and average these
distribution across products. The remaining cases of three, four andfive varieties per prod-
uct are calculated similarly.



Fig. 2. Disagreement on the extensive margin. Notes: In the left panel, we show the share of firms importing product NC8 = 84,229,090 (“parts of packing or wrapping machinery,
including heat-shrink wrapping machinery”) from exactly two countries for each of the ten most popular sourcing strategies. The countries are Germany (DE), Italy (IT), the UK (GB),
Spain (ES), Belgium (BE), the Netherlands (NL) and China (CH). Hence, “DEIT” refers the sourcing strategy “Germany and Italy”. In the right panel, we show the share of firms by sourcing
strategy when we average our data across all products for different cardinalities of the sourcing strategies (from 2-variety to 5-variety sourcing strategies). The x-axis denotes the rank of
the considered sourcing strategy in terms of its popularity. In both panels, we use 6 years of data from 2001 to 2006 and report yearly averages. Only products × cardinality of sourcing
strategies with N10 observations are considered.
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country c ∈ Σk.11 We now start to investigate to what extent this result is
borne out by the data. We first briefly show that there is substantial dis-
agreement in firms' spending shares across a common set of sourcing
countries.We then turn toourmain analysis and showthat suchdisagree-
ment is not merely idiosyncratic but systematically related to firm size.

3.3.1. Disagreement in spending
We first go back to the example considered in Fig. 2 above. We con-

sider all firms that source product NC8 84229090 (“parts of packing or
wrapping machinery, including heat-shrink wrapping machinery”)
from the exact same two countries - Germany and Italy. There are 94
such firms in 2002.12 In the left panel of Fig. 3, we depict the cross-
sectional distribution of expenditure shares on the German variety.
The theory predicts that this distribution should be degenerate. Empir-
ically, this is clearly not the case: there is substantial disagreement in
how firms allocate their spending on the German vs Italian variety.

In the right panel of Fig. 3, we consider all products and sourcing
strategies and show that the pattern found in the previous example
holdsmore generally. For each product and sourcing strategy, we define
themost popular variety as the onewhichmost firmshave as theirmost
important supplier and compute the dispersion (asmeasured by the in-
terquartile range) of expenditure shares on this variety. We then aver-
age these dispersions across products and sourcing strategies of a
given cardinality. Proposition 1 implies that there should be no disper-
sion across firms. This is not what we find. For example, for all products
× sourcing strategies combinations involving exactly two countries, the
interquartile range of the expenditure share on themost popular variety
ranges from 40% to 90%.13

In Section B.2.2 of the Appendix, we provide additional evidence on
these patterns of disagreement. In particular, we present regression
11 Note that we can perform the analysis at the product level because of the nesting
structure in the production function (2)–(3). Because we do not observe domestic spend-
ing at the product-level, throughout this section, we focus on how foreign expenditure is
allocated across the different foreign varieties. That is, the expenditure share on any par-
ticular country is computed as the ratio of expenditure in such country over total foreign
expenditure.
12 The specific product NC8 84229090 has been selected for its popularity which allows
us to plot Fig. 3 without violating statistical secrecy.
13 For ease of readability,we also include the case of a single variety importers, where the
expenditure share on the most popular variety is by construction unity.
evidence that a full set of sourcing strategy fixed effects still leaves
ample unexplained variation of firms' spending patterns. This is incon-
sistent with the baseline model which implies that sourcing strategies
fully determine the distribution of spending.

3.3.2. Firm size and the concentration of import spending
The disagreement on the intensive margin documented above can

emerge from purely idiosyncratic forces, e.g., if particular firms have
preferences for particular countries. Alternatively, more systematic
forces can be at play bywhich the distribution of spending across sourc-
ing countries varies across firms in a predictable way. We now provide
evidence consistent with the latter alternative.

More specifically, we show that large firms have a more concen-
trated distribution of import spending because they allocate a larger
share of their import expenditure on their top trading partner. To mea-
sure the concentration of import expenditure, we consider the
Herfindahl index, the Gini index, and the share accounted for by the
top varieties. We then consider the specification

Mkit ¼ αt þ αΣkit
þ β � ln Sitð Þ þ X0

itμ þ ukit ð10Þ

where k, i, tdenote a product, afirmand a year, respectively,Mkidenotes
one of the concentration measures described above,14 and αt are time
fixed effects. Most importantly, αΣkit

denotes a complete set of industry
× product × sourcing-strategy fixed effects. Hence, as required by the
theory and by the empirical evidence on the heterogeneity in sourcing
strategies documented in Fig. 2 above, we control for firms' extensive
margin of trade non-parametrically by comparing firms in the same in-
dustry sourcing inputs in the same product category from exactly
the same set of countries. Log sales, denoted by ln(Sit), is taken as a
proxy for productivity φi. The vector Xi contains additional firm-
characteristics to control for differences in technology and the input
market environment within industries.15
14 More precisely,Mki is one of the following measures of concentration: the Herfindahl
index (Mki =∑j=1

nki sjki
2 ), the Gini index and the share of expenditure accounted for by the

top τ varieties (Mki
τ =∑m=1

τ ski
(m)), where ski(m) is themth highest expenditure share of firm

i on product k.
15 In particular, we control for capital intensity, export status and whether the firm has
foreign affiliates.



Fig. 3. Disagreement on the intensivemargin. Notes: The left panel shows the distribution across firms of the share of expenditures on “parts of packing or wrapping machinery (including
heat-shrink wrapping machinery)” allocated to Germany for firms sourcing this product only from Germany and Italy in 2002. The right panel depicts moments of the distribution of the
expenditure share on the most popular variety within each product × sourcing strategy, depending on the cardinality of the sourcing strategy. We use 6 years of data from 2001 to 2006
and report the yearly averages. We restrict our sample to products × sourcing strategies with N5 observations.

16 For brevity, we report only two specifications with products at the 4-digit level. The
results for the remaining specifications are available upon request.
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The baseline model implies that β = 0 for any moment Mki as firm
size should not systematically affect the allocation of import spending
across sourcing countries. The results are contained in Table 2.Wemea-
sure products at the 8-digit level (Panel A) and at the 4th digit level
(Panel B). Columns 1 and 2 consider the Herfindahl and Gini indices of
the distribution of expenditure shares at the firm-product level. Col-
umns 3–7 consider the expenditure share of the top τ varieties, where
τ varies from 1 to 5.

Table 2 shows that the homotheticity property implied by
Proposition 1 is soundly rejected - the estimated coefficient for sales is
highly statistically significant regardless ofwhichmeasure of concentra-
tion is used. Importantly, the coefficient is strongly positive for all spec-
ifications. Columns 1 and 2 therefore imply that larger firms feature
more concentrated distributions of foreign spending holding the set of
countries constant. Columns 3–7 then show that this higher concentra-
tion stems from larger expenditure shares on the top varieties, as evi-
denced by the decreasing coefficient for sales across columns 3 to 7. In
particular, these results imply that the distribution of foreign spending
of large firms first-order stochastically dominates that of their smaller
counterparts. Quantitatively, a one standard deviation increase in sales
is associated with an increase in the expenditure share on the top for-
eign variety of about 2.7 percentage points, i.e., from 75.6% to 78.3% in
the Panel A specification.

To give a structural interpretation of these results, we now consider
a set of specifications that follow more tightly from our theory. Under
the restriction that the production functions take the CES form (see
Eq. (8) above), a firm's relative expenditure share between varieties
c and j is a log-linear function of the relative price-adjusted import qual-
ities

ln sck=sjk
� � ¼ ρ−1ð Þ ln ηck=ηjk

� �
− ln pck=pjk

� �� �
: ð11Þ

This suggests the following log-linear specification for relative
spending on the top variety vs. the variety with themth highest spend-
ing share

ln s 1ð Þ
kit =s

mð Þ
kit

� �
¼ αS þ αt þ αk þ β � ln Sitð Þ þ X0

itμ þ uikt ; ð12Þ

where as above αS, αt and αk are sector, year and product fixed effects
and ln(Sit) denotes log sales. The baseline model again implies that
β = 0. Furthermore, the CES specification delivers two additional in-
sights. First, it provides a structural interpretation for the sign of the co-
efficient β: as relative expenditure shares are proportional to relative
price-adjusted qualities, β can be interpreted as reflecting the correla-
tion between firm productivity (and hence size) and price-adjusted
qualities. Second, the CES specification in (11) implies that the sourcing
strategyΣkidoes not need to be controlled forwhen relative expenditure
shares are considered.

The results for the top five varieties of firms' sourcing sets are
contained in Table 3. We also report a subset of the results when
products are defined at the 4-digit level.16 In Panel A we focus on
the specification where we do not control for the sourcing strategy
- as implied by the CES production function. The results are consis-
tent with the findings in Table 2. In particular, larger firms bias
their expenditure towards their most important foreign varieties.
This is consistent with the above finding that the distribution of for-
eign spending of large firms first-order stochastically dominates that
of smaller firms. For completeness, in Panel B we also report the re-
sults when we estimate (12) but control for firms' sourcing strate-
gies using sourcing-strategy specific fixed effects as in Table 2. As
before, there is a strong positive correlation between firms produc-
tivity (as proxied by sales) and the relative expenditure share on
the top input variety.

Eq. (11) highlights why this particular departure from the baseline
model is economically meaningful. If expenditure shares are increas-
ing in price-adjusted input quality, these results suggest that large
firms bias their expenditure towards varieties of high quality. In
Section 4, we indeed show that a model with a complementarity be-
tween firm productivity and input quality can rationalize these
findings.

3.3.3. Robustness
In the Appendix, we perform a number of additional exerciseswhich

confirm thefindings of Tables 2 and 3. In Section B.2.3, we show that the
results are robust to using the number of sourcing countries as a control
for the sourcing strategy. In Section B.2.4, we show that the obtained re-
sults are quantitatively very similar with employment or TFP as alterna-
tive proxies for firm efficiency. We also show that the results are robust



Table 2
Non-homothetic import demand: firm size and the concentration of import shares.

ln ln Expenditure share on… varieties

Herf. Gini Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 Top 4 Top 5
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Panel A: Products aggregated at the 8 dig. level
ln Sales 0.017*** 0.047*** 0.010*** 0.007*** 0.004*** 0.002* 0.002

(0.001) (0.005) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Impact of Δsd sales: 0.045 0.124 0.027 0.017 0.009 0.004 0.003
Sample mean: −0.449 −1.240 0.756 0.892 0.937 0.959 0.970

Observations 739,167 737,668 739,167 306,573 158,652 92,722 58,367
Identified FE 534,061 532,945 534,061 261,019 144,718 87,588 56,252
of which singletons 435,837 434,905 435,837 232,960 134,865 83,661 54,513

Panel B: Products aggregated at the 4 dig. level

ln Sales 0.016*** 0.040*** 0.009*** 0.005*** 0.003*** 0.002** 0.001
(0.001) (0.004) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Impact of Δsd sales: 0.043 0.106 0.025 0.014 0.008 0.005 0.003
Sample mean: −0.474 −1.164 0.746 0.883 0.931 0.954 0.966

Observations 597,628 596,722 597,628 283,009 158,801 97,756 64,058
Identified FE 404,647 404,074 404,647 231,751 141,864 91,213 61,308
of which singletons 321,900 321,463 321,900 202,799 130,588 86,435 59,141

Notes: Regressions are estimated at the importer × product level. The estimation samples include importers with more than two, three, four, five or six varieties depending on the spec-
ification observed from 2001 to 2006. Robust standard errors in parentheses with ***, ** and * respectively denoting significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels. Regressions in Panels A
(B) include fixed effects for years, 4-digit industries interacted with 8-digit (4-digit) products and sourcing strategies (for the particular product). All regressions include the following
additional controls: a dummy indicating that the firm is an exporter, a dummy indicating that the firm is an affiliate of a larger corporate group, a dummy indicating that the latter has
foreign affiliates (and not simply French domestic affiliates), a dummy indicating foreign headquarters, and a measure of capital intensity (log tangible assets per worker). Observations
areweighted to give eachfirm an equal weight independently of the number of imported products.Δsd sales denotes themarginal impact of an increase in sales by one standard deviation
on the respective dependent variables. “Sample mean” refers to the sample mean of dependent variable.

Table 3
Non-homothetic import demand: firm size and relative import shares.

Aggregation level 8-dig. products 4-dig. products

lnðs
ð1Þ

sð2Þ
Þ lnðs

ð1Þ

sð3Þ
Þ lnðs

ð1Þ

sð4Þ
Þ lnðs

ð1Þ

sð5Þ
Þ lnðs

ð1Þ

sð2Þ
Þ lnðs

ð1Þ

sð3Þ
Þ

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Panel A: Not controlling for the sourcing strategy

ln Sales 0.041*** 0.037*** 0.033*** 0.006 0.024*** 0.011**
(0.003) (0.005) (0.008) (0.010) (0.003) (0.005)

Impact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)
On dependent variable 0.109 0.093 0.081 0.013 0.063 0.029
On s(k) −0.020 −0.007 −0.003 0.000 −0.015 −0.003

Sample average of s(k) 0.206 0.080 0.041 0.024 0.204 0.081

Observations 739,167 306,573 158,652 92,722 597,628 283,009
Identified FE 119,862 55,686 31,303 19,660 48,392 26,304
of which singletons 46,765 21,483 11,881 7431 14,171 7559

Panel B: Controlling for the sourcing strategy

ln Sales 0.119*** 0.178*** 0.202*** 0.179*** 0.115*** 0.166***
(0.008) (0.019) (0.039) (0.064) (0.007) (0.015)

Impact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)
On dependent variable 0.319 0.451 0.491 0.418 0.309 0.427
On s(k) −0.045 −0.026 −0.015 −0.008 −0.043 −0.024

Sample average of s(k) 0.206 0.080 0.041 0.024 0.204 0.081

Observations 739,167 306,573 158,652 92,722 597,628 283,009
Identified FE 534,061 261,019 144,718 87,588 404,647 231,751
of which singletons 435,837 232,960 134,865 83,661 321,900 202,799

Notes: Regressions are estimated at the importer×product level. The estimation samples include importerswithmore than two, three, four orfivevarieties depending on the specification,
observed from 2001 to 2006. Robust standard errors in parentheses with ***, ** and * respectively denoting significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels. Regressions include fixed effects for
years, 4-digit industries interactedwith 8-digit products in columns (1) to (4) and 4-digit products in columns (5) and (6). Regressions in panel B include fixed effects for years, four-digit
industries interacted with 8-digit products and entire sourcing strategies (for the product). All regressions also include the following controls: a dummy indicating that the firm is an ex-
porter, a dummy indicating that the firm is an affiliate of a larger corporate group, a dummy indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (and not simply French domestic affiliates), a
dummy indicating foreign headquarters, and an indicator of capital intensity (ln tangible assets per worker). Observations are weighted to give each firm an equal weight, independently
of the number of imported products. The marginal impacts of an increase of sales by one standard deviation are computed at the mean of each sample in terms of sales, s(1), s(2), s(3), s(4)

and s(5).
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to controlling for firm fixed effects. In Section B.2.5, we re-estimate the
specification in (12) on samples of firm-product pairs that perfectly
agree on the sourcing strategy. That is, for each product, we compare
firms that share the exact same sourcing strategy.17 We also estimate
a specification where the coefficient on sales, β, is allowed to vary by
sourcing strategy. We estimate about 6700 coefficients and find that
the majority of them are positive. In Section B.2.5, we furthermore out-
line an approach that allows us to estimate the coefficients in Table 3 on
a substantially larger sample, becausewe can pool firmswhose sourcing
strategies coincide on at least a particular pair of countries. In all these
exercises, the homotheticity property of the baseline model of
importing is systematically rejected. In all specifications, we find that
larger firms spend relatively more on their top varieties.

3.3.4. Domestic vs. foreign expenditure
The analysis so far dealt with the allocation of expenditure across

foreign varieties. We now focus on the trade-off between foreign and
domestic varieties. This trade-off is of special interest because it con-
tains important information about the normative consequences of
input trade. In particular, as shown in our earlier work in Blaum et al.
(2018), the fraction of total material spending allocated to the domestic
variety summarizes the effect of input trade on the firm's production
cost in a class of firm-based models which is nested in the framework
of Section 2. Additionally, because the joint distribution of firm size
and domestic expenditure shares fully summarizes the effect of input
trade on consumer prices, non-homotheticities in the allocation of do-
mestic spending can be important for the aggregate gains from input
trade.

To test for such non-homotheticities, we consider the following
specification for the domestic expenditure share sDit:

ln
sDit

1−sDit


 �
¼ αt þ αΣit

þ β � ln Sitð Þ þ X0
itμ þ uit; ð13Þ

whereαΣ controls for the sourcing strategy at thefirm level and all other
variables are defined as above. If import demand was homothetic, the
parameter β should be zero. Because domestic shares are only observed
at the firm level, we estimate (13) at the firm and not at the firm-
product level.18 The results are reported in Table 17 in Section B.2.6 of
the Appendix.

Once again, we find evidence of a non-homothetic import demand.
Holding the sourcing strategy fixed, we find that larger firms spend a
higher fraction of their resources domestically (i.e., the estimated β is
positive and significant). Consistent with our previous findings for
imported varieties, this result implies that large firms feature a more
concentrated distribution of spending, as the domestic variety is the
top variety for the vastmajority of firms. Because firms' domestic shares
fully summarize the productivity consequences of importing, this im-
plies that large firms benefit less from input trade than standardmodels
would imply.

This relationship is in sharp contrast to the effect that firm size has
on the domestic share through the extensive margin of trade. Most the-
ories of importing, where import participation is limited by fixed costs,
17 This is in contrast to the approach in Table 3 where the coefficients on firm sales are
identified by pooling firms with different sourcing strategies together and controlling for
sourcing strategy fixed effects.
18 Proposition 1 implies that the within-product domestic expenditure share should not
vary with firm size once the set of trading partners within product, Σki, is controlled for.
However, it is easy to show that Proposition 1 holds at the firm level. That is, the sourcing
strategy across all products, Σi = [Σik]k, turns out to be a sufficient statistic for the firm-
level domestic expenditure share. In particular, firms of different size should spend the
same share on domestic inputs once the sourcing strategy is controlled for. More gener-
ally, in Section O.3 of the Online Appendix, we also show that there is plenty of residual
variation in domestic spending shares once the sourcing set is controlled for. When con-
trolling for the sourcing strategy with a set of interactions of product and country fixed ef-
fects, more than one third of the cross-sectional variation in domestic shares is
unexplained.
predict a positive relation between firm size and the number of coun-
tries from which the firm sources its inputs.19 Additionally, an increase
in the number of countries in the sourcing strategy leads to a decrease in
the domestic share, as love-of-varietymakes importingmore attractive.
Hence, this extensive-marginmechanism implies a negative relation be-
tween firm size and the domestic share. This is exactly what we find
(last column in Table 17 of the Appendix). In contrast, holding the ex-
tensive margin of trade constant, sales and domestic shares are posi-
tively related. This constitutes evidence of non-homotheticities in the
intensive margin of trade operating in the opposite direction of those
in the extensive margin. The overall relation between firm size and do-
mestic spending is therefore the combination of these counteracting
forces. In fact, we find in Blaum et al. (2018) that this unconditional cor-
relation is essentially zero for the sample of importers.

4. A model of importing with input quality choice

The findings of Section 3 are inconsistent with the baselinemodel of
importing of Section 2 where productivity is factor neutral. In contrast,
they suggest that price-adjusted input qualities have an important
firm-component, which varies systematically with firm size. In this sec-
tion, we provide a theory that rationalizes these findings.

4.1. Theory

We start from the framework laid out in Section 2. In contrast to the
baseline model, where all countries offer a single homogeneous input,
we now assume that each country offers its input in a range of qualities
and thatfirms choose from this quality schedule. In addition, input qual-
ity q andfirmproductivityφ are assumed to be complements in produc-
tion. In particular, the service flow η of a physical unit of input of quality
q for a firm with efficiency φ is given by

η q;φð Þ ¼ γφθ þ 1−γð Þqθ� �1=θ
: ð14Þ

If γ= 0, input service flows are only driven by the quality of inputs
as in the baseline model. The parameter θ governs the elasticity of sub-
stitution between input quality q and firm efficiency φ.

We specialize our theory to the case where firms combine the set of
inputs from different countries in a CES way as in (5) and use a single
product from potentially multiple countries.20 Hence, the production
structure is still given by (1)–(3), where xk in (3) now reads

x ¼ ∑
Σi

c¼1

Z
q∈Qc

η q;φð Þzc qð Þdq

 �ρ−1

ρ
 ! ρ

ρ−1

; ð15Þ

where Qc ¼ ½q;∞Þ is the set of available qualities in country c, η(q,φ) is
the firm-specific input service flow given in (14), zc(q) is the quantity of
quality-q inputs sourced from country c and ρ N 1 is the elasticity of sub-
stitution across sourcing countries. Note that inputs of different qualities
within countries are considered to be perfect substitutes. Thus, generi-
cally, firms will buy a single quality vintage within each sourcing coun-
try. Importantly, if quality and productivity are complements, firms
with different productivities will optimally select different input quali-
ties from a given sourcing country.

On the supply side, we assume that countries differ in their ability to
produce quality. In particular, country c can produce inputs of quality q
19 This prediction has been extensively corroborated in the data. See for example
Halpern et al. (2015) for Hungary, Gopinath and Neiman (2014) for Argentina, Blaum
et al. (2018) for France, Antràs et al. (2017) for the US, or Eslava et al. (2018) for Colombia.
20 The latter restriction is only for notational simplicity. In the empirical analysis below,
we again only use the within-product variation by always including product fixed effects.



22 Recall that we assume the elasticity of substitution across inputs, ρ, to exceed unity. If
ρwas smaller than one, all inputswould be essential andfirmswould need to import from
all countries. In addition, using variation in trade costs, prices and bilateral trade flows, a
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at marginal cost

MCc qð Þ ¼ 1
Ac

qβc : ð16Þ

Here Ac parametrizes the quality-neutral efficiency of country c and
0 b βc b 1 governs the elasticity of marginal costs with respect to quality
of country c.21 Hence, there are constant returns to scale in production
for a given quality q, but producing higher quality inputs is costly.
Under the assumption of perfectly competitive input markets, the
price of quality-q inputs from country c is given by pcðqÞ ¼ 1

Ac
qβc . If βc

is low, the elasticity of prices with respect to quality in country c is
small.We therefore refer to low-β countries as countrieswith a compar-
ative advantage in providing high quality inputs. We assume that in
principle all countries can produce every quality in Qc . However, if βc

is large, high quality inputs may be prohibitively expensive.

4.1.1. Optimal quality choice within sourcing countries
Consider a firm sourcing from country c. This importing firm has ac-

cess to a quality-price schedule (q,pc(q)). Because inputs of different
quality of the same sourcing country are perfect substitutes in produc-
tion, the optimal quality choice maximizes the input service flow per
unit of import spending

ξc φð Þ ≡ max
zc qð Þ½ �

Z
q
η qφð Þzc qð Þdq s:t:

Z
q
pc qð Þzc qð Þdq ¼ 1

� 
; ð17Þ

where η(q,φ) is given by (14) and pcðqÞ ¼ 1
Ac
qβc . While the firm can in

principle buy inputs of multiple qualities, the linearity of the problem
implies that only a single quality is optimally chosen. The solution to
(17) is contained in the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Let θ b 0. Then (17) has a unique and interior solution. The
optimal input service flow per unit of spending ξc(φ) is given by

ξc φð Þ ¼ γ1=θφ1−βc
1

1−βc


 �1=θ βc

1−βc

γ
1−γ


 �−βc=θ

Ac: ð18Þ

Moreover, the optimal quality choice qc(φ), the amount of import
services η(qc(φ),φ) ≡ ηc(φ) and the price paid pc(qc(φ)) ≡ pc(φ) are

qc φð Þ ¼ βc

1−βc

γ
1−γ


 �1=θ

φ ð19Þ

ηc φð Þ ¼ γ
1−βc


 �1=θ

φ ð20Þ

pc φð Þ ¼ 1
Ac

βc

1−βc

γ
1−γ


 �βc=θ

φβc : ð21Þ

Proof. See Section A.2 in the Appendix.

Proposition 2 shows that, as long as quality and productivity are
complements (θ b 0), there is a unique optimal input quality for each
importing firm. As seen in (19), more productive firms purchase inputs
of higher quality as they perceive a higher return to quality. In this way,
thewithin-country quality choice problem endogenously delivers input
service flows ηc(φ) and prices pc(φ) at the country level that are firm-
specific. Note also in (21) that these firm-specific input prices scale
with firm productivity with an elasticity determined by βc. As shown
below, this elasticity turns out to be the crucial parameter to generate
21 The restriction that 0 b β b 1 is a necessary condition for the input serviceflowper unit
of spending η/MC to be non-monotone in q, so that the optimal quality choice is interior. In
this case, firms of different productivity will choose different qualities.
a systematic relation between the concentration of expenditure across
countries and firm size.

4.1.2. Allocation of spending across countries
In the model with input quality choice, firms with different produc-

tivity optimally buy different inputs within countries at different prices.
The baselinemodel of Section 2, likemostmodels of international trade,
abstracts from such considerations and assumes that all firms buy the
same input variety from a given country at the same price.

We now characterize the allocation of spending across countries in
the model of quality choice. We also connect this model with the base-
line model by proving a convenient equivalence result. As far as the al-
location across countries is concerned, the model of quality choice is
isomorphic to the baseline model of importing with a single input per
country as in the class of Section 2 except that productivity is not factor
neutral but biased towards countries with a comparative advantage in
high quality inputs.

Proposition 3. Let θ b 0. The model with input quality choice implies that
firm i’s relative expenditure share between country c and j is given by

sc φð Þ
s j φð Þ ¼ φ− ρ−1ð Þ βc−β jð Þ Zc

Z j


 �ρ−1

; ð22Þ

where

Zc ¼ Ac
1−γ
βc


 �βc γ
1−βc


 �1−βc
 !1=θ

: ð23Þ

Moreover, the model predicts the exact same firm-level expenditure
shares across countries as the model of importing of Section 2 as long as
the input aggregator xk in (3) is given by

x zc½ �c∈Σi
;φ

� �
¼ ∑

Σi

c¼1
φ1−βc zc
� �ρ−1

ρ

 ! ρ
ρ−1

; ð24Þ

and the price of inputs from country c is common across firms and given
by pc = Zc

−1.
Proof. See Section A.3 in the Appendix.

Proposition 3, especially Eq. (22), shows that the model with input
quality choice generates an import demand system across countries
that is non-homothetic: relative expenditure shares vary systematically
with firm productivity. In particular, more productive firms spend rela-
tivelymore on countrieswhichhave a comparative advantage in quality
production, i.e., whose quality elasticity βc is low.22 In this way, the
model not only generates systematic departures from the homothetic
demand system of the baseline model but exactly predicts a log-linear
relationship between relative expenditure shares and firm-
productivity as estimated in Table 3:

ln
sc
s j


 �
¼ − ρ−1ð Þ βc−β j

� �� lnφþ δ j þ δc; ð25Þ

where δj and δc are country-specific constants.23

Eq. (25) highlights the importance of country heterogeneity in the
production of quality. With a common quality-cost elasticity β across
vast literature in international trade has found estimates of this parameter that largely ex-
ceed unity - see Hillberry and Hummels (2013) for a survey.
23 Eq. (25) has a similar structure to the non-homothetic demand system of Fieler
(2011). The economics, however, is different. In our context, non-homotheticities arise
from the interaction of firms' quality choices and differences in countries' abilities to pro-
duce high quality inputs. In Fieler (2011), non-homothetic spending patterns are a conse-
quence of non-constant substitution elasticities across goods.



25 We use β as the notation for the coefficient in the empirical specification. This param-
eter would coincide with our structural quality elasticity β if we were to use physical pro-
ductivity φi instead of firm sales. Under our assumption that sales and productivity are
positively related, our empirical estimate is a monotone transformation of the structural
quality elasticity. Because the theoretical implication in (25) only uses the ranking of βc,
we for simplicity refer to the empirical estimate β as a direct estimate of the quality
elasticity.
26 Kugler and Verhoogen (2012) measure average input prices, including domestic and
imported materials, without making a distinction between them. Kugler and Verhoogen
(2009) distinguish domestic and imported input prices and establish that importers pay
more for either type. However, they do not condition on the particular country source of
the input, nor on thefirmsourcing strategy, aswe do. Additionally, they donot look at firm
size but rather focus on import status.
27 Online Appendix O.4 shows that our results are robust to using employment or TFP as
alternative empirical proxies of firm productivity.
28 Allowing for the quality elasticity to vary across products within countries is impor-
tant. In specifications where this parameter is constrained to be common across all prod-
ucts within a given country (i.e. βc = βck), our results are in general weaker and
sometimes reversed. This is due to the fact that such “pooled” specifications do not take
into account that many products are only sourced from subsets of countries (e.g., textile
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countries, expenditure shares are again equalized across firms and the
import demand system is homothetic. Hence, demand non-
homotheticities arise from the interaction of quality-productivity
complementarities at the firm-level and differences in comparative
advantage across countries encapsulated in βc.

The second part of Proposition 3 contains an equivalence result that
clarifies the connection between the model with quality choice and the
model of Section 2. In particular, the quality choicemodel is isomorphic
to a model where all countries sell a homogeneous input at common
prices, as long as productivity does not enter in a factor neutral way,
but rather as in Eq. (24). That is, the micro-founded model of quality
choice delivers a country-level model where productivity is biased to-
wards countries with a comparative advantage in quality production.

To see this, let MPcðφÞ ¼
∂xð½zc �c∈Σi ;φÞ

∂zc
denote the marginal product of

inputs from country c for a firm with productivity φ. Eq. (24) implies
that, whenever βc b βj, we have that

∂
∂φ

MPc φð Þ
MP j φð Þ

 �

¼ − βc−β j
� �ρ−1

ρ
φ− βc−β jð Þρ−1

ρ þ1ð Þ zc
z j


 �−1=ρ

N0; ð26Þ

so that more productive firms perceive a higher relative marginal prod-
uct of inputs from countries that are efficient at producing quality
(i.e., countries with low β). In this sense, productivity is biased towards
low-β countries (see Acemoglu (2007)).24 Note also that with a com-
mon quality-cost elasticity β across countries, firm productivity enters
the production function in a factor neutral way and the model's cross-
country implications are isomorphic to the baselinemodel even though
input quality and prices within sourcing countries vary systematically
across importing firms.

4.2. Bringing the model to the data

Wenowprovide empirical evidence for the novel implications of the
framework outlined above and show that this framework can rational-
ize the evidence on non-homotheticities we presented in Section 3. We
proceed in three steps. First, we exploit the information contained in
firms' input prices to estimate the quality-cost elasticities βc . We find
that more productive firms pay higher prices for a given product stem-
ming from a particular country. Importantly, as highlighted in
Proposition 2, the degree to which this is the case allows us to identify
βc. Second, given these estimates, we turn to the analysis of the alloca-
tion of expenditure across countries. Consistent with Proposition 3
and eq. (25), we show that productive firms indeed have relatively
high expenditure shares on low-β sourcing countries. Finally, we
show that low-β countries indeed have high average expenditure
shares. This implies that larger firms have amore concentrated distribu-
tion of expenditure on their top suppliers, consistent with the empirical
evidence of Section 3.

4.2.1. Step 1: Firm size, input prices and the quality elasticity βc

Proposition 2, in particular (21), implies that input prices from coun-
try c and firm productivity are related by

lnpci ¼ αc þ βc � lnφi ð27Þ

i.e., import prices vary positively with the efficiency of the importing
firm and the elasticity is governed by βc. We first consider the basic re-
lationship betweenprices andfirm size. To do so,we restrictβ to be con-
stant across countries and consider the specification

ln picktð Þ ¼ αk þ αc þ αt þ β � ln Sitð Þ þ αS þ X0
itμ þ uickt ð28Þ

where pickt is the price (unit value) firm i pays for product k inputs from
24 Consider a production function F(x1, … ,xJ;A) where A is a technology index. Then A is
biased towards factor i relative to factor j if and only if ∂

∂A ½
∂ Fðx;AÞ=∂xi
∂ Fðx;AÞ=∂x j

�≥0
country c in year t and ln(Sit) denotes log-sales as previously.25 Note
that (28) contains country (αc) and product (αk) fixed effects so that
we compare variety-specific prices paid by firms of different sizes. As
part of the firm-specific controls Xit, we also include the size of the ship-
ment, measured by a quantity index at the firm-country-product-year
level, to ensure that bigger firms do not pay different prices simply be-
cause they order in bulk. Finally, we also control for sector fixed effects
(αS) and other firm-level characteristics to isolate the effects of firm size
(or productivity) on import prices. This specification is akin to the one in
Kugler and Verhoogen (2012), who use Colombian data to document
that larger plants pay more for their inputs.26

The results are contained in Table 4. Consistent with Proposition 2,
larger firms indeed pay higher prices for the same 8-digit product com-
ing from a particular country. Column 1 establishes this fact with indus-
try, product and country fixed effects. Column 2 adds a control for
shipment size. We see that large shipments trade at lower prices on av-
erage, which may reflect bulk discounts. Because larger firms have on
average larger shipments, the estimated elasticity of import prices
with respect to firm sales increases to 7.3%. In columns 3 and 4, we
show that this elasticity is unchanged when we control for a whole set
of industry-product-country interactions andwhenwe condition on ad-
ditional firm characteristics.27

In the analysis of Table 4, we restricted β to be constant across coun-
tries. As highlighted in Proposition 3, to generate a non-homothetic im-
port demand system across countries, the quality elasticities need to
vary across countries - see (25). We therefore now estimate (28)
allowing β to vary by country. More precisely, we allow β to vary at
the country-product level and hence estimate cross-country differences
in the quality elasticity for different products28:

lnpickt ¼ αckt þ βck lnSit þ αSck þ X0
itμck þ uickt : ð29Þ

Here βck denotes the quality elasticity estimated at the country-
product level and αckt denotes a product-country-year fixed effect.

In our main specification, to be consistent with our analysis in
Section 3, we define products at the 8-digit level. However, we also con-
sider a version where we estimate βck at the 4-digit level. We do so to
increase sample size as many country-product pairs contain few firms
when products are defined at the 8-digit level. Because the units of
the different 8-digit products are not comparable, we do not simply ag-
gregate thedata. Instead,we estimate (29) at the 8-digit level restricting
βck to be common within 4-digit product categories.

Table 5 reports summary statistics of the distribution of estimated
quality elasticities. To increase statistical power, we restrict our analysis
to product-country pairs that are imported by at least 10 firms and we
report our results for different choices of this cutoff. For the 8-digit
is not imported from Germany) and that countries often have a comparative advantage
in particular products. Our preferred specification, which is estimated at the product level,
generically addresses these issues.



Table 4
Import prices and firm size.

Dependent variable ln pickt

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln Sales 0.024*** 0.073*** 0.080*** 0.077***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

ln shipment quantity −0.224*** −0.211*** −0.211***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Other controls: No No No Yes
Fixed effects: Years Years Years Years

Industry Industry Industry x Industry x
Products Products Products x Products x
Countries Countries Countries Countries

Impact of a 1sd increase in sales (from mean)
0.063 0.194 0.213 0.206

Observations 2,195,456 2,195,456 2,195,456 2,141,864
Identified FE 10,998 10,998 620,341 611,882
of which singletons 3 3 309,873 306,652

Notes: Regressions at the importer × product × country level, importers of at least 2 vari-
eties of the considered product. These importers are observed from 2001 to 2006. Robust
standard errors in parentheses with ***,** and * respectively denoting significance at the
1%, 5% and 10% levels. “Other controls” denote a dummy indicating that the firm is an ex-
porter, a dummy indicating that the firm is an affiliate of a larger corporate group, a
dummy indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (andnot simply French domestic af-
filiates), a dummy indicating that the group has foreign headquarters, and an indicator of
capital intensity (ln tangible assets per worker). The sets of fixed effects that are inserted
in each specification are indicated in each column. Observations areweighted to give each
firm an equal weight.

Table 5
Estimated quality elasticities βck.

Aggregation level 8 digit products, βck
8DIG 4 digit products, βck

4DIG

Negative
betas

Positive betas Negative
betas

Positive
betas

All Sig. All Sig. All Sig. All Sig.

Min obs./variety N10 importers N10 importers

Nb. coef. 13,145 1830 17,053 2809 6624 769 8660 1701
Share coef. 0.435 0.061 0.565 0.093 0.433 0.050 0.567 0.111
Share imports 0.305 0.042 0.664 0.216 0.293 0.031 0.697 0.321

Min obs./variety N50 importers N50 importers

Nb. coef. 2854 179 5350 755 2875 228 5136 1004
Share coef. 0.348 0.022 0.652 0.092 0.359 0.028 0.641 0.125
Share imports 0.079 0.005 0.310 0.107 0.188 0.013 0.587 0.308

Min obs./variety N100 importers N100 importers

Nb. coef. 901 37 2465 429 1546 110 3448 801
Share coef. 0.268 0.011 0.732 0.127 0.310 0.022 0.690 0.160
Share imports 0.038 0.003 0.225 0.091 0.159 0.011 0.456 0.230

Notes: This table complements Fig. 2 and describes the distribution of the product × coun-
try specific quality elasticity βck in Eq. (27). The subset of coefficients that are significant at
the 1% level are denoted by “Sig.”
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specification, our procedure yields N30,000 estimated coefficients in the
sample of country-products with at least 10 importers. For the 4-digit
specification,we estimate N15,000 elasticities. Naturally, these numbers
decline as we increase the cutoff of importing firms to 50 or 100
importers.

Our theory requires the quality elasticity β to be positive for the
firms' problem to be well-defined.29 Table 5 shows that country-
product pairs with statistically significant negative elasticities (at the
1% level) are rare and account for tiny amounts of import volume. Con-
sider for example the 4-digit (8-digit) classification with at least 50 im-
porters. The 1004 (755) elasticities that are estimated to be significantly
positive account for about 30% (10%) of aggregate import volume. In
contrast, the 228 (179) significantly negative estimates account for
only 1% (0.5%) of aggregate imports. For our baseline analysis, we there-
fore focus on the sample of country-product pairs with positive and sig-
nificant elasticities. However, we also show that our results extend to
the population of positive (but not necessarily significant) coefficients.

In Fig. 4, we display the distribution of estimated coefficients βck
8DIG

graphically.30 In the left panel, we consider the entire population of es-
timated elasticities; in the right panel, we only consider significant esti-
mates. The solid line depicts the distribution when we weight the
respective country-product cells by their aggregate import value. The
dashed line is the unweighted distribution. As anticipated in Table 5, va-
rieties with positive β’s are in themajority and - more importantly - ac-
count for most of the import value. Moreover, for the significant
estimates, the entire mass of import value is concentrated on positive
elasticities. Importantly, Fig. 4 shows that there is substantial heteroge-
neity in the estimated quality elasticities - both for the population of
positive and the sample of significant estimates. This heterogeneity is
essential to generate a non-homothetic sourcing pattern across
countries.
29 If β was negative, prices would be decreasing in quality and all firms would buy the
highest quality input from a given country.
30 Note that the “spikiness” of the distribution is a reflection of the high concentration of
the trade flow data, whereby few varieties account for a large share of aggregate imports.
See Section B.2.1 in the Appendixwherewediscuss this inmore detail and report statistics
of the distribution of the value of import flows.
4.2.2. Step 2: Non-homothetic import demand and differences in compara-
tive advantage

The main implication regarding the allocation of expenditure across
countries is contained in Proposition 3: the elasticity of relative expen-
diture shares with respect to firm productivity is determined by the dif-
ferences in the quality elasticity β. In particular, more productive firms
spend relatively more on countries with a comparative advantage in
the production of high quality inputs, i.e., countries where β is small.
Moreover, the relationship of relative expenditure shares and firm
productivity is predicted to be log-linear. Using the estimates of βck

recovered above, we can directly test this implication by considering
the specification

ln scritð Þ− ln sjrit
� � ¼ αc þ α j þ αr þ αt þ λ� βr

ck−βr
jk

� �
ln Sitð Þ

þ αS þ X0
itμ þ ucjrit; ð30Þ

where αc and αj are fixed effects for countries c and j as implied by (25)
and r denotes the product classification corresponding to the estimate
of β (i.e., either at the 4 or 8-digit level). Importantly, (βck

r − βjk
r ) ln

(Sit) is now directly observable. Our theory implies that λ b 0.
The results are reported in Table 6.We report estimates of λ for both

the 8-digit and 4-digit product specifications as well as for the different
subsamples of Table 5. Because βck is estimated, we bootstrap the stan-
dard errors to account for the generated regressor in (30). In the first
three columns of each product specification, we consider product-
country pairs with a positive and significant estimated β. In columns 4
and 8, we consider all varieties with positive but not necessarily signif-
icant β’s. Doing so results in a substantial increase in sample size. For
most specifications, we indeed find a negative estimate of λ which, in
most cases, is statistically significant. Hence, larger firms tend to dispro-
portionately allocate their spending towards countries with a compara-
tive advantage in producing high quality inputs. This is exactly what the
theory implies.

Proposition 2 also has strong implications for how relative prices
across countries should vary with firm-size. In particular, (21) implies
that

ln
pc
pj

 !
¼ βc−β j
� �� lnφþ δ j þ δc

where δj and δc are country-specific constants. Crucially, the relation-
ship between relative prices and firm productivity should be of the
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Fig. 4.Thedistribution of quality elasticitiesβck. Notes: This figure represents the histograms (by bins of 0.02) of the 8 dig. Product× country specific sales coefficientβck
8DIG in Eq. (27). In the

left panel, we depict all coefficients; in the right panel, we depict only coefficients that are significant at the 1% level. The solid line weights by the import expenditures, the dashed line
reports the unweighted results. Only varieties imported by N50 French firms (between 2001 and 2006) are considered.

Table 6
Non-homothetic import demand and comparative advantage in quality production.

Dep. var. ln(scrit) − ln (sjrit)

Aggregation level: 8 digit products 4 digit products

Sample of betas Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive
sig. sig. sig. sig. sig. sig.

Min obs./variety 10 50 100 50 10 50 100 50

(βck − βjk)× −0.005*** −0.031 0.040 −0.046*** −0.001 −0.019*** −0.183*** −0.014***
ln Sales (0.000) (0.022) (0.057) (0.011) (0.000) (0.004) (0.059) (0.002)

Observations 80,618 67,996 60,743 724,244 379,424 367,885 357,487 1,743,461
Identified FE of which singletons 984 526 446 1515 840 632 578 1166

30 13 15 2 17 4 3 3

Notes: Regressions at the importer × product × country pairs level, importers of at least 2 varieties of the considered product. These importers are observed from 2001 to 2006.We rely on
100 bootstrap iterations of the entire procedure (including the first stage estimation of the βck’s and the second stage regressions reported in this table) to compute the reported standard
errors while taking account of the fact that that our explanatory variable of interest is a generated regressor. The subset of βck coefficients that are significant at the 1% level in first stage
regressions is denoted by “sig.” ***,** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. All specifications include the following controls: a dummy indicating that thefirm
is an exporter, a dummy indicating that the firm is an affiliate of a larger corporate group, a dummy indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (and not simply French domestic affil-
iates), a dummy indicating that the group has foreign headquarters, and an indicator of capital intensity (ln tangible assets per worker). All regressions also include year fixed effects, in-
dustry fixed at the four digit level, product fixed effects and country level fixed effects. Observations are un-weighted.
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opposite sign of the one between relative expenditure shares and firm
productivity. This is exactly what we find empirically. More specifically,
in Table 7 we report the results of the specification (30) where we use
relative unit values ln(pcrit) − ln (pjrit) instead of relative expenditure
shares as the dependent variable. In contrast to Table 6, we now find a
coefficient that is positive and significant in most specifications.
Hence, larger firms have relatively higher expenditure shares on low-β
countries but pay relatively lower prices. Recall, that β was estimated
using the within-country relationship between prices and firm size. In
contrast, Table 7 focuses on the cross-country relationship between rel-
ative prices and firm size.
4.2.3. Step 3: Are low-β countries large sellers?
Table 6 shows that large firms tend to bias their spending towards

low-β countries. In Section 3, we showed that large firms concentrate
their spending on their most important varieties. For these findings
to be internally consistent, it needs to be the case that firms spend on
average a large fraction of their spending on low-β countries. This is
exactly what we find empirically.

To see this, let sikt[j] be the expenditure share of firm i on the country
with the j‘th lowest quality elasticity βwithin product k. Let the relative
ranked expenditure share be

mikt
jl ≡ s j½ �

ikt=s
l½ �
ikt where jbl

If firms spend relatively more on low-β countries, we expect that

mikt
jl N l. In Table 8, we focus on the sample of positive and significant

β’s and report quantiles of the distribution of mikt
jl

as well as the frac-
tion of firm-product pairs for which mikt

jl
b 1.

It is clearly seen that themikt
jl
’s mostly exceed one by a large margin.

The median relative ranked expenditure share is between 23 and 90
depending on the cutoff for the number of importers per country-
product used. Moreoever, the share of variety-firm pairs for which the
high-β variety accounts for a higher share of expenditure is generally
small and does not exceed 11%. For example, when β varies at the 4-
digit level and we require at least 50 firms per product-country to esti-
mate them, only 1.8% of the mikt

jl
’s are below unity. Hence, on average,

firms tend to allocate their spending towards low-β countries. Together
with the finding that large firms bias their spending towards these
countries evenmore, shown in Table 4, this explains the systematic de-
parture of the homotheticity property found in Section 3.

The fact that countries with a comparative advantage in high quality
production are also large sellers overall suggests that the cross-country



Table 7
Relative prices, firm size and comparative advantage in quality production.

Dep. var. ln(pcrit) − ln (pjrit)

Estimation level for βck 8 digit products 4 digit products

Sample of betas Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive
sig. sig. sig. sig. sig. sig.

Min obs./variety 10 50 100 50 10 50 100 50

(βck − βjk)× −0.001*** 0.047*** 0.066*** 0.018*** 0.000 0.003*** 0.052*** 0.001***
ln Sales (0.000) (0.008) (0.022) (0.003) (0.000) (0.001) (0.012) (0.001)

Observations 79,039 66,716 59,813 706,905 1,902,112 1,863,541 1830,332 7,644,477
Identified FE of which singletons 981 525 445 1515 4335 3492 3214 8828

28 12 14 2 329 143 105 241

Notes: Regressions at the importer × 8 or 4 dig. Product × country pairs level, importers of at least 2 varieties of the considered product. These importers are observed from 2001 to 2006.
We rely on 100 bootstrap iterations of the entire procedure (including the estimation of theβck’s and the second stage regressions reported in this table) to compute the reported standard
errors while taking account of the fact that that our explanatory variable of interest is a generated regressor. The subset of βck coefficients that are significant at the 1% level in first stage
regressions is denoted by “sig.” ***,** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. All specifications include the following controls: a dummy indicating that thefirm
is an exporter, a dummy indicating that the firm is an affiliate of a larger corporate group, a dummy indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (and not simply French domestic affil-
iates), a dummy indicating that the group has foreign headquarters, and an indicator of capital intensity (ln tangible assets per worker) as well as (ln) shipment sizes in each product, as
measured by the quantity index of the customs data. All regressions also include year fixed effects, industryfixed at the four digit level, product fixed effects and country level fixed effects.
Observations are un-weighted.

Table 8
Comparative advantage in quality production and average expenditure shares.

Nb of
obs.

10th

perc.
25th

perc.
50th

perc.
75th

perc.
90th

perc.
Share of
mik

jl b 1
Min
obs./variety

Aggregation level: 8 digit products (mik
jl, 8DIG)

1787 0.8 4.3 23.9 126.8 545.1 0.112 N10
569 5.7 14.7 55.6 207.3 618.9 0.014 N 50
368 8.5 23.1 66.9 229.7 687.1 0.008 N 100

Aggregation level: 4 digit products (mik
jl, 4DIG)

3157 1.5 9.6 50.1 204.5 782.3 0.077 N 10
1806 7.1 24.0 81.4 281.3 877.8 0.018 N 50
1386 11.8 30.1 90.6 283.7 816.8 0.006 N 100

Notes: This table describes the distribution of mikt
jl ≡ sikt

[j] /sikt[l] where j b l. Only product ×
country pairs with positive and significant (at the 1% level) βs are considered.
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variation in quality elasticities β’s is partially systematic and correlated
with the level of productivity Ac.31 To provide evidence in this direction,
we project the estimated β’s on country GDP per capita according to

lnβck ¼ αk þ ϕ� lnyc þ uck ð31Þ

Here lnyc denotes (log) GDP per capita in country c and αk is a prod-
uct fixed effect so that the coefficient ϕ is identified from the variation
across countries within narrowly-defined products. The resulting esti-
mates are contained in Table 9. We see that, in most specifications, in-
come per capita is indeed negatively related to the quality elasticity β.
This suggests that rich countries have a comparative advantage in the
production of high quality inputs.32

4.3. Taking stock

In this section, we presented a theory of quality choice that endoge-
nously generates a non-homothetic import demand system. We as-
sumed that firm productivity and input quality are complements and
that countries differ in their efficiency to produce high quality inputs.
As predicted by this theory, we provided evidence that large firms pay
higher prices for their inputs within countries, that this price-size elas-
ticity varies substantially across countries, and that large firms concen-
trate their spending on countries where this elasticity is small. In this
way, this theory of quality choice provides a mechanism to rationalize
the finding, documented in Section 3, that large firms featuremore con-
centrated import expenditure shares.

One can certainly think of other mechanisms to explain the findings
of Section 3. One plausible example is costly supplier search, if larger
firms tend to connect with better and more expensive input suppliers
in every country. Similarly, high input prices could reflect the remuner-
ation for relationship-specific investments that suppliers undertake if
their customers are large. To generate the specific of pattern of non-
homothetic import demand found in Section 3, however, these theories
would need to explain why such mechanisms are more pronounced in
firms' most important sourcing countries.
31 Note that, holding β fixed, the expenditure share on country c is increasing in Ac for all
firms - see Proposition 3.
32 While reminiscent, this result differs from the findings in Khandelwal (2010).
Khandelwal (2010) infers a country-level quality index from aggregate trade flows
across-countries. We use within-country variation across firms to estimate the quality
elasticity βck and then show that such elasticities are systematically correlated with in-
come per capita.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we use data for French manufacturing firms and docu-
ment that the demand for imported inputs is non-homothetic. In partic-
ular, holding the extensive margin of trade constant, large firms tend to
concentrate their import spending on their top sourcing countries. This
finding is inconsistent with virtually all firm-basedmodels of importing
that have been considered in the literature. These theories assume that
productivity is factor neutral and hence does not affect the allocation of
expenditure across a given set of countries.

To rationalize this feature of the data, we propose a novel model of
importing with input quality choice. In particular, we introduce two
novel ingredients into an otherwise standard firm-based model of
input trade. First, we assume that countries can produce their input in
a variety of qualities. Second, we allow for a complementarity between
firm-productivity and input-quality. This model gives rise to a non-
homothetic import demand system, as long as countries differ in their
comparative advantage in producing high quality inputs. More pre-
cisely, productive firms bias their import spending towards efficient
quality producers.Weprovide evidence in support of this and other pre-
dictions of this model. A crucial step of our methodology is to estimate
the cost of producing quality across countries using the within-
country relationship between input prices and firm size.

At a theoretical level, we provide an equivalence result showing that
this micro-founded model of quality choice has an “Armington-type”
representation, which extends the baselinemodel of importing in a sin-
gle dimension: firm productivity is no longer factor neutral but biased



Table 9
Comparative advantage in quality production and GDP per capita.

Dep. var. ln βck

Aggregation level 8 digit products 4 digit products

Sample of betas Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive

sig. sig. sig. sig. sig. sig.
Min obs./variety 10 50 100 50 10 50 100 50

ln GDP/cap. −0.173 −0.160** −0.201*** 0.005 −0.404*** −0.114 −0.137* −0.149*
(0.127) (0.064) (0.055) (0.090) (0.142) (0.068) (0.079) (0.088)

Nb varieties (obs. 1st stage) 2809 755 429 755 1701 1004 801 1004
Nb products 1836 469 254 469 637 393 308 393
Nb countries (obs. 2nd stage) 52 28 19 47 67 43 35 67
R2 0.06 0.15 0.15 0.00 0.20 0.04 0.08 0.07

Notes: This tables reports the correlations obtained in a regressions of lnβckonproduct and countryfixed effects, and (ln) country level GDPper capita. The subset ofβck coefficients that are
significant at the 1% level in first stage regressions is denoted by “sig.” All regressions are weighted by import values. Robust standard errors in parentheses with ***,** and * respectively
denoting significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels.
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towards particular countries. Whether or not this parsimonious depar-
ture from the model used in the literature is quantitatively important
for macroeconomic questions, such as the gains from trade or
33 To see this note that ĝkðμ~z1k;…; μ~znkÞ ¼ μĝkð~z1k;…;~znkÞ. Differentiating with respect to μ y
Evaluating this condition for μ = 1 yields the result.
explaining aggregate trade flows, is an interesting direction for future
research.
Appendix A. Theoretical appendix

A.1. Proof of Proposition 1

Consider the minimization problem in (6). Consider the problem in efficiency units, defined as ~zck ≡ ηckzck. The first order conditions are given by

1
ξck

¼ λφ
∂ f xð Þ
∂xk

∂ĝk ~zð Þ
∂~zck

; ð32Þ

where λ is the multiplier on the constraint. Consider a product k. Then

X
c∈Σk

~zck=ξck ¼ λφ
∂ f xð Þ
∂xk

X
c∈Σk

∂ĝk ~zð Þ
∂~zck

~zck ¼ λφ
∂ f xð Þ
∂xk

xk;

where the last equality follows from constant returns of ĝk.
33 Summing across products,

Γ Σ; x;φð Þ ¼
X
c∈Σkf gk

~zck=ξck ¼ λφ
Xn
k¼1

∂ f xð Þ
∂xk

xk ¼ λφf xð Þ ¼ λx; ð33Þ

so that λ is the marginal cost of production. The expenditure share of variety 1 in product k is:

s1k ¼
~z1k=ξ1k

∑c∈Σk
~zck=ξck

¼
∂ĝk ~zð Þ
∂~z1k

~z1k

ĝk ~z1k;~z2k;…;~zCkk
� � ¼

∂
∂~z1k

ĝk 1;χ2k;…;χCkk

� �
ĝk 1;χ2k;…;χCkk

� � ;

where χck ≡ ~zck=~z1k is the relative quantity of country c and Ck ≡ |Σk| is the number of countries in the sourcing strategy for product k. Thus, the
expenditure share on any particular country is a function of relative quantities [χck].Wenow show that [χck] depend only on prices [ξck]. (32) implies
that

λφ
∂ f xð Þ
∂xk

� �−1

¼ ∂ĝk ~zð Þ
∂~zc0k

ξc0k ¼
∂ĝk ~zð Þ
∂~zck

ξck for all c; c0∈Σk: ð34Þ

As ĝk is constant returns to scale, (34) implies that

∂ĝk 1;χ2k; ::;χCkk

� �
∂~zck

¼
∂ĝk 1;χ2k; ::;χCkk

� �
∂~z1k

ξ1k
ξck

for all c∈Σk: ð35Þ

These are |Σk| − 1 equations in |Σk| − 1 unknowns (χ2k, … ,χCkk) which have a solution χj = ρj([ξck]c∈Σk
) for all j ≠ 1. Hence, we have that

sck Σ; x;φð Þ ¼ hk ξck½ �c∈Σk

� �
:

ields
X
c

∂ĝkðμ~z1k;…; μ~zCkkÞ
∂ðμ~zckÞ

~zck ¼ ĝkð~z1k;…;~zCkkÞ
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A.2. Proof of Proposition 2

Consider the maximization problem in (17). Using the definition of η, the Lagrangian is given by

ℒ ¼
Z ∞

q¼0
γ φð Þθ þ 1−γð Þ qð Þθ
� �1=θ

z qð Þdqþ λ X−
Z ∞

q¼0
p qð Þz qð Þdq


 �
;

where X denotes the total amount of spending and the country c subscript is suppressed for simplicity. The optimality conditions are given by

γ φð Þθ þ 1−γð Þ qð Þθ
� �1=θ

−λp qð Þ≤0forallq

with equalitywhenever z(q) N 0. Given the linearity of the problem, there is generically only a single quality level that is bought. Call this quality level
q(φ). This quality level is defined as

q φð Þ ¼ arg max
q

γ φð Þθ þ 1−γð Þ qð Þθ
� �1=θ

p qð Þ

8><
>:

9>=
>; ¼ arg max

q

γ φð Þθ þ 1−γð Þ qð Þθ
� �1=θ

qβ

8><
>:

9>=
>; ¼ arg max

q
γ φð Þθq−βθ þ 1−γð Þq 1−βð Þθ
� �1=θ� 

: ð36Þ

Note that γ(φ)θq−βθ + (1− γ)q(1−β)θ is decreasing in q if β N 1. Below we show that q(φ) is unique and given by

q φð Þ ¼ β
1−β

γ
1−γ


 �1=θ

φ; ð37Þ

if and only if θ b 0. Hence, q(φ) is increasing in φ. Moreover, we have that

p φð Þ ¼ 1
A
q φð Þβ ¼ 1

A
β

1−β
γ

1−γ


 �β=θ

φð Þβ : ð38Þ

The aggregate import flow of spending X units on the optimal quality vintage q(φ), is given by

γ φð Þθ þ 1−γð Þq φð Þθ
� �1=θ

z q φð Þð Þ ¼ γ φð Þθ þ 1−γð Þq φð Þθ
� �1=θ X

p q φð Þð Þ :

Substituting (37) and (38) we get that

γ φð Þθ þ 1−γð Þq φð Þθ
� �1=θ

p q φð Þð Þ X ¼
γ φð Þθ þ 1−γð Þ β

1−β
γ

1−γ φð Þθ
� �1=θ

1
A

β
1−β

γ
1−γ


 �β=θ

φβ

X ¼ γ1=θ
1

1−β

� �1=θ
β

1−β
γ

1−γ

� �β=θ Aφ1−βX ≡ ηc φð Þ � X:

Uniqueness of q(φ): The optimal quality choice is given in as q(φ) = arg maxqG(q,φ) where

G q;φð Þ ¼ γφθq−βθ þ 1−γð Þq 1−βð Þθ
� �1=θ

We now show that q(φ) is unique if θ b 0. Note that

∂G q;φð Þ
∂q

¼ 1
θ
G q;φð Þ1−θ −βθð Þγφθq−βθ−1 þ 1−βð Þθ 1−γð Þq 1−βð Þθ−1

� �
¼ G q;φð Þ1−θ −βγφθq−βθ−1 þ 1−βð Þ 1−γð Þq 1−βð Þθ−1

� �
:

Hence, the optimal q(φ) solves

βγφθq−βθ−1 ¼ 1−βð Þ 1−γð Þq 1−βð Þθ−1: ð39Þ

The second derivative can be written as

∂2G q;φð Þ
∂q2

¼ 1−θð ÞG q;φð Þ−θ ∂G q;φð Þ
∂q

−βγφθq−βθ−1 þ 1−βð Þ 1−γð Þq 1−βð Þθ−1
� �

þ G q;φð Þ1−θ β βθþ 1ð Þγφθq−βθ−2 þ 1−βð Þθ−1ð Þ 1−βð Þ 1−γð Þq 1−βð Þθ−2
� �

:

Evaluating this expression at q(φ) yields

∂2G q φð Þ;φð Þ
∂q2

¼ G q;φð Þ1−θq−1 β βθþ 1ð Þγφθq−βθ−1 þ 1−βð Þθ−1ð Þ 1−βð Þ 1−γð Þq 1−βð Þθ−1
� �

¼ G q;φð Þ1−θθγφθβq−βθ−2:
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Hence, ∂
2GðqðφÞ;φÞ

∂q2 b0 if and only if θ b 0. Note also thatGðqðφÞ;φÞ ¼ ð1−γ
β Þ1=θq1−βN0 and that limq→0G(q,φ)= limq→∞G(q,φ) = 0. Hence, (39) implicitly

defines the optimal quality choice as long as θ b 0. Rearranging (40) yields

q φð Þ ¼ β
1−β

γ
1−γ


 �1
θ

� φ:
A.3. Proof of Proposition 3

We show that the two economies generate exactly the same import demand system across foreign varieties. Let M be the level of spending on im-
ports. The import demand system from the economy described in Proposition 3 is defined by

z φð Þ ≡ arg min
zc½ �Σic¼1

∑
Σi

c¼1
φ1−βc zc
� �ρ−1

ρ

 ! ρ
ρ−1

s:t:
XΣi

c¼1

1
Zc

zc ≤M

8<
:

9=
;: ð40Þ

Now consider the model with input quality choice. The input demand across varieties is defined by

min
zc qð Þ½ �Σic¼1

∑
Σi

c¼1

Z
q∈Qc

η q;φð Þzc qð Þdq

 �ρ−1

ρ
 ! ρ

ρ−1

s:t:
XΣi

c¼1

Z
q∈Qc

p q;φð Þzc qð Þdq≤M
8<
:

9=
; ð41Þ

Substituting the optimal choices characterized in proposition 2, we get that

min
zc½ �Σic¼1

∑
Σi

c¼1
ηc φð Þzc
� �ρ−1

ρ

 ! ρ
ρ−1

s:t:
XΣi

c¼1

pc φð Þzc ≤M
8<
:

9=
;; ð42Þ

where pcðφÞ ¼ 1
Ac
ð βc
1−βc

γ
1−γÞ

1
θβcφβc and ηcðφÞ ¼ ð γ

1−βc
Þ1=θφ: Hence,

min
zc½ �Σic¼1

∑
Σi

c¼1

γ
1−βc


 �1=θ

φzc

 !ρ−1
ρ

0
@

1
A

ρ
ρ−1

s:t:
XΣi

c¼1

1
Ac

βc

1−βc

γ
1−γ


 �1
θβc

φβc zc ≤M

8><
>:

9>=
>; ð43Þ

¼ min
~zc½ �Σic¼1

∑
Σi

c¼1
φ1−βc~zc
� �ρ−1

ρ

 ! ρ
ρ−1

s:t:
XΣi

c¼1

1
Ac

βc

1−γ


 �βc 1−βc

γ


 �1−βc
" #1=θ

~zc ≤M

8<
:

9=
;; ð44Þ

where ~zc ¼ ð γ
1−βc

Þ1=θzcφβc . This is the same problem as (40) if Zc is defined as in (23).

Appendix B. Empirical appendix

B.1. Data description

Our main data set stems from the information system of the French custom administration (DGDDI) and contains themajority of import and export
flows by French firms, although we focus in the present paper on French manufacturing firms. The data is collected at the 8-digit (NC8) level. A firm
locatedwithin the Frenchmetropolitan territory must report detailed information as long as the following criteria aremet. For imports from outside
the EU, reporting is required from each firm and flow if the imported value exceeds 1000 Euros. For within EU imports, import flows have to be re-
ported as long as the firm's annual trade value exceeds 100,000 Euros.34 However, some firms that are below the threshold (ca. 80,000 firm-year ob-
servations out of ca. 150,000 reporting intra-EU imports) voluntarily report, most probably because they are simultaneously subject to detailed
reporting of their exports to EU countries.
In spite of this partial censoring of the data, the attractive feature of the French data is the presence of unique firm identifiers (the SIREN code) that is
available in all French administrative files. Hence, various datasets can bematched to the trade data at the firm level. The fiscal files provide rich com-
plementary accounting information. They consist of two different files: the BRN (“Bénéfices Réels Normaux”) and the RSI (“Régime Simplifié
d'Imposition”). The BRN contains the balance sheet of all firms in the traded sectors with sales above 730,000 Euros. The RSI is the counterpart of
the BRN for firms with sales below 730,000 Euros. Although the details of the reporting differs, for our purposes these two data sets contain essen-
tially the same information. Their union covers nearly the entire universe of French firms. Tomeasure the expenditure on domestic inputs, we simply
subtract the total import value from the total expenditure onwares and inputs reported in the fiscal files. Capital ismeasured at book value (historical
cost).
Finally, we incorporate information on the ownership structure from the LIFI/DIANE (BvDEP) files. These files are constructed at INSEE using a yearly
survey (LIFI) that describes the structure of ownership of all firms in the private sector whose financial stakes in other firms are higher than 1.2 mil-
lion euros or whose sales are above 60million euros or with employment higher than 500 employees. This survey is complemented with the infor-
mation about ownership structure available in the DIANE (BvDEP) files, which are constructed using the annual mandatory reports to commercial
courts and the register of firms that are controlled by the State.
34 This threshold was in effect between 2001 and 2006, which is period we focus on. Between 1993 and 2001, the threshold was ca. 40,000 Euros. After 2006, it was raised to 150,000
Euros and to 460,000 Euros after 2011.
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Using these three sets of data, we construct a non-balanced panel dataset spanning the period from2001 to 2006. Somebasic descriptive statistics are
contained in Table 1 in the main text. Our sample includes a total of 187,191 firm × year observations, which implies that there are about 31,000
manufacturing importers per year. Themedian importing firmhas 23workers and annual sales of slightly N3millions euros. Three third of importing
firms are also exporters, and this proportion raises to 86% for “large” importers, i.e. firms importing several varieties of a least one product.
B.2. Additional empirical results and robustness

In this section we report various extensions and robustness checks for the baseline empirical results that are presented in the main text.
B.2.1. Import trade interactions

Table 10 complements Table 1 and contains descriptive statistics on trade flows at the variety level.35 Table 10 shows that our custom data are sliced
into (a bit less than) 800,000 variety-firm pairs per year. Given that there are about 31,000 importers per year in our data (Table 1), this implies that
theaverage importer imports about 25varieties of potentially differentproducts. This averagemasks, however, substantialheterogeneity. Themedian
country is only active in 68 firm-product cells, whereas the top two exporting countries to France, namely Germany and Italy, report ca. 160,000 and
100,000 interactions per year respectively in distinct firm×product cells. Similarly, for half of the potential products (i.e. roughly 5000products) only
28 country × firm interactions are observed, while the most popular products are shipped into France in N800 distinct country-firm combinations.36

Finally, the two remaining rows confirm the findings of Gopinath and Neiman (2014) for the case of Argentina that imports are also very concen-
trated at the firm level. While themedian firm sources only 8 varieties a year internationally, the top 1% of firms (ca. 300 firms) import 246 varieties.
Similarly, while the most “valuable” firm × variety pairs are worth more than several millions Euros, a quarter of French importers import b1000
Euros worth of the varieties within a year.
Table 10

The concentration of french imports at the variety level.
3

it
3

Variable
(1
(2
(3
(4
A

5 The statistics in Table 12 are reminiscent of the discussion of sparsity in Armen
to the firm-variety level. It is this dimension our model can speak to.
6 Note in particular the still very large difference between the 99th and 90 th q
Dimension
ter and Koren (2014).We note,

uantiles.
Quantiles
25th
however, that t
50th
hey analyze the
75th
data at the flow
90th
level,whilewe
99th
) # of annual trade interactions per country
 firms × products
 14
 68
 478
 4722
 74,510

) # of annual trade interactions per product
 firms × countries
 9
 28
 79
 191
 839

) # of annual trade interactions per importing firm
 products × countries
 2
 8
 25
 60
 246

) Value of firm x product x country annual shipments
 thousand euros
 1
 6
 35
 168
 2765

verage number of annual firm × product × country observations:
 790,837

otal number of (year × firm × product × country) observations:
 4,745,021
T
Notes: French importing firms active in themanufacturing industries, between 2001 and 2006. Values of shipments are expressed in thousand euros. See Section B.1 in the Appendix for a
complete description of the data.
B.2.2. Distribution of spending

How do firms allocate their expenditure (for one considered product) across source countries, i.e. across varieties? Fig. 5 complements the two last
rows of Table 10 and depicts the average expenditure share on themain variety for firms sourcing V varieties per product, for different values of V on
the x-axis. This figure essentially shows that the intensivemargin of importing exhibits substantial concentration since (in particular)most importers
concentrate their spending heavily on their most important variety.
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Fig. 5. Concentration of firms' import spending on main variety across sourcing strategies. Notes: The figure shows the average expenditure share on the top variety (y-axis) of firm ×
product pairswith varying number of varieties (x-axis).We also depict the counterfactual expenditure share if price-adjustedqualityflows (andhence expenditure shares)were equalized
across varieties. We use 6 years of data from 2001 to 2006 and report the yearly average.
aggregate
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Firms sourcing as many as 10 varieties spend on average N50% of their total expenditure on their main variety. Similarly, firms with 25 varieties per
product still spend 40% of their import spending on their top trading partner. For comparison, we also depict the expenditure share if spending was
equalized across varieties. It is clearly seen that this expenditure share is counterfactually low. Thus, importers rely heavily on a small set of “core”
suppliers for most of their import budget, while a multitude of marginal sourcing countries seem to play a more minor role.
B.2.3. Disagreement on the intensive margin

We formalize this notion of disagreement through a variance decomposition exercise. Wemeasure howmuch of the variation in firms' expenditure
share in their top supplying country is accounted by the extensive margin of trade. Formally, we estimate.

ln
s 1ð Þ
ikt

1−s 1ð Þ
ikt

 !
¼ αS þ αt þ αk þ αΣki

þ uikt ; ð45Þ

where sikt(1) isfirm i’s expenditure share on its topvarietywithin 8-digit product k andαS,αt andαk are sector, time andproductfixed effects. Importantly,
αΣki

denotes a product-specific control for firms’ sourcing strategy. We control for the sourcing strategy via the interaction of product fixed effects and
the set of supplying countries. We drop any sourcing strategy that has a single observation because theory cannot be tested on these observations.
Table 11 contains the results of estimating (45). We find ample variation in firms' expenditure shares after controlling for the sourcing strategy. The
entirety of about 97,000 fixed effects explain 43.5% of the variation in the data (excluding singletons).37 When we allow the coefficients to depend
on the size of the sourcing set and - in the same spirit as in the right panel of Fig. 3 - distinguishdifferent samples by the cardinality of sourcing strategies,
the explanatory power increases but never exceeds 70% of the variation across non-singleton observations. Overall, the findings in Fig. 3 and Table 11
indicate thatfirms' sourcing strategies are not a sufficient statistic for the distribution of foreign spending as predicted by standardmodels of importing.
Table 11

Within sourcing-strategy variance of firms' expenditure shares.
3

se
Dependent variable:
O
Id
o

V
R
C
P

ln

ln

Im
Sa
O
Id

7 Singletons are observations whose sourcing strat
rvations. 403,073–306,120 = 96,953 fixed effects
lnð sð1Þ
1−sð1ÞÞ
Nb. varieties:
 ≥ 2
egy is unique. To be precise, th
actually control for product × s
2

e sample without singletons in
ourcing strategies in this subs
3

column 1 of Table 11 is comp
ample.
4

rised of 739,167–306,120= 4
5

(1)
 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
 (5)
bservations
 739,167
 432,594
 147,921
 65,930
 34,355

entified FE
 403,073
 165,76
 98,004
 53,566
 30,678

f which singletons
 306,120
 101,549
 76,498
 46,191
 27,904
ariance decomposition, removing singletons (Correia, 2015; Gaure, 2013):

2
 0.435
 0.362
 0.493
 0.602
 0.707

ontrols, year and ind. FE
 0.014
 0.014
 0.033
 0.125
 0.410

roduct × Sourcing Strat. FE
 0.425
 0.351
 0.486
 0.648
 0.956

ovariance term
 −0.005
 −0.003
 −0.026
 −0.172
 −0.660
C
Notes: Regressions at the importer × product level, importers withmore than two, exactly two, three, four or five varieties depending on the specification, observed from 2001 to 2006. All
regressions include the following additional controls: a dummy indicating that thefirm is an exporter, a dummy indicating that the firm is an affiliate of a larger corporate group, a dummy
indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (and not simply French domestic affiliates), a dummy indicating that the group has foreign headquarters, and an indicator of capital intensity
(tangible assets per worker). All regressions include fixed effects for years and four-digit industries. Observations are weighted to give each firm an equal weight.
B.2.4. The intensive margin of imports: controlling for the number of

trading partners
Inourmain analysis in Tables 2 and3 in Section3wecontrol forfirms' sourcing strategies in anunrestrictedway. In Tables 12 and13below,we replicate
these resultswhenweonly control only for the number of sourcing countries. Doing so leaves all our results qualitatively andquantitatively unchanged.
Table 12

Non-homothetic import demand: controlling for the number of trading partners.
ln
 ln
 Expenditure share on… varieties
Herf.
 Gini
 Top 1
 Top 2
 Top 3
 Top 4
 Top 5
(1)
 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
 (5)
 (6)
 (7)
Sales
 0.018***
 0.035***
 0.010***
 0.007***
 0.006***
 0.005***
 0.005***

(0.001)
 (0.002)
 (0.000)
 (0.000)
 (0.000)
 (0.000)
 (0.000)
Nb countries
 −0.476***
 0.813***
 −0.202***
 −0.181***
 −0.149***
 −0.125***
 −0.107***

(0.002)
 (0.005)
 (0.001)
 (0.001)
 (0.001)
 (0.001)
 (0.002)
pact of Δsd sales:
 0.047
 0.093
 0.026
 0.018
 0.013
 0.012
 0.010

mple mean:
 −0.449
 −1.240
 0.756
 0.892
 0.937
 0.959
 0.970

bservations
 739,167
 737,668
 739,167
 306,573
 158,652
 92,722
 58,367

entified FE
 119,862
 119,452
 119,862
 55,686
 31,303
 19,660
 13,103

f which singletons
 46,765
 46,542
 46,765
 21,483
 11,881
 7431
 4892
o
Notes: Regressions are estimated at the importer×product level. The estimation samples include importerswithmore than two, three, four,five or six varieties depending on the specification
observed from2001 to2006. Robust standarderrors inparentheseswith ***, ** and * respectivelydenoting significance at the1%, 5%and10% levels. All regressions includefixedeffects for years
and 4-digit industries interactedwith 8-digit products. All regressions also include the following additional controls: a dummy indicating that thefirm is an exporter, a dummy indicating that
thefirm is an affiliate of a larger corporate group, a dummy indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (andnot simply Frenchdomestic affiliates), a dummy indicating foreignheadquarters,
and ameasure of capital intensity (log tangible assets per worker). Observations areweighted to give each firm an equal weight independently of the number of imported products.Δsd sales
denotes the marginal impact of an increase in sales by one standard deviation on the respective dependent variables. “Sample mean” refers to the sample mean of dependent variable.
33,047 ob-
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Table 13

Non-homothetic import demand: controlling for the number of trading partners in the CES specification.
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(1)
 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
 (5)
 (6)
Sales
 0.107***
 0.148***
 0.174***
 0.185***
 0.102***
 0.147***

(0.006)
 (0.012)
 (0.018)
 (0.026)
 (0.005)
 (0.009)
Nb countries
 −0.879***
 −1.540***
 −2.045***
 −2.493***
 −0.917***
 −1.658***

(0.015)
 (0.030)
 (0.051)
 (0.079)
 (0.012)
 (0.023)
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean):

On dependent variable
 0.286
 0.376
 0.423
 0.432
 0.274
 0.376

On s(k)
 −0.041
 −0.022
 −0.013
 −0.008
 −0.038
 −0.022

mple average of s(k)
 0.206
 0.080
 0.041
 0.024
 0.204
 0.081

bservations
 739,167
 306,573
 158,652
 92,722
 597,628
 283,009

entified FE
 462,159
 226,593
 126,607
 77,729
 315,037
 180,785

f which singletons
 339,672
 181,470
 105,941
 67,223
 211,584
 133,194
o
Notes: Regressions are estimated at the importer ×product level. The estimation samples include importerswithmore than two, three, four orfive varieties depending on the specification,
observed from2001 to 2006. Robust standard errors in parentheseswith ***, ** and * respectively denoting significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels. The regressions includefixed effects for
years, 4-digit industries interacted with 8 or 4-digit products and sourcing countries (of the specific varieties considered). All regressions include the following additional controls: a
dummy indicating that the firm is an exporter, a dummy indicating that the firm is an affiliate of a larger corporate group, a dummy indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (and
not simply French domestic affiliates), a dummy indicating foreign headquarters, and an indicator of capital intensity (ln tangible assets per worker). Observations are weighted to
give each firm an equal weight, independently of the number of imported products. The marginal impacts of an increase of sales by one standard deviation are computed at the mean
of each sample in terms of sales, s(1), s(2), s(3), s(4) and s(5).
B.2.5. The intensive margin of imports: robustness and extensions

In this section we report the results from a variety of robustness checks for our results in Section 3. In particular, we first show that our results re-
ported in Table 3 are robust with respect to (i) the inclusion of firm fixed effects, (ii) different weighting schemes, (iii) different measures of firm
size (e.g. employment or TFP), (iv) controlling for intra-firm trade, (v) different levels of aggregation both in the product and the time dimension
and (vi) detailed geographic controls for firms' location within France to control for variation in market access across firms. To economize on
space, Table 14,which contains the results for all these robustness tests, only reports themain coefficient of interest for all the different specifications.
The detailed results are contained in Section O.2 of the Online Appendix.
Table 14

Firm size and the intensive margin of trade: robustness.
Dependent variable
lnðsð1Þsð2ÞÞ
 lnðsð1Þsð3ÞÞ
 lnðsð1Þsð4ÞÞ
 lnðsð1Þsð5ÞÞ
) Controlling for firm fixed effects

Sales
 0.109***
 0.110**
 0.313***
 0.085
(0.019)
 (0.048)
 (0.071)
 (0.122)
) Unweighted regressions

Sales
 0.125***
 0.174***
 0.185***
 0.165***
(0.005)
 (0.014)
 (0.026)
 (0.051)
) Employment as the measure of firm size

Employment
 0.077***
 0.120***
 0.113***
 0.094
(0.008)
 (0.019)
 (0.038)
 (0.063)
) TFP as the measure of firm size

TFP
 0.234***
 0.285***
 0.588***
 0.583*
(0.038)
 (0.099)
 (0.173)
 (0.336)
) Controlling for intra-firm trade

Sales
 0.119***
 0.178***
 0.202***
 0.177***
(0.008)
 (0.019)
 (0.039)
 (0.064)
) Excluding firms in international group

Sales
 0.136***
 0.190***
 0.292***
 0.296***
(0.011)
 (0.029)
 (0.054)
 (0.103)
) Aggregation of products at 4-digit level

Sales
 0.115***
 0.166***
 0.172***
 0.220***
(0.007)
 (0.015)
 (0.030)
 (0.049)
) Aggregation across years (2001–2006)

Sales
 0.086***
 0.155***
 0.184**
 0.509***
(0.019)
 (0.054)
 (0.078)
 (0.173)
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able 14 (continued)
(I
ln

(J
ln

8 For example, larger firmsmight be located clos
hich is unobserved in our data) might simultan

9 In this regression, we control for firm level he
0 We also replicated the results at the 6-digit le
Dependent variable
lnðsð1Þsð2ÞÞ
er to large infrastructure such as harbors
eously affect firms' importing strategies,
terogeneity in technology by controlling
vel. These regressions are available upon
lnðsð1Þsð3ÞÞ
for reasons unrelated to themechanisms
a phenomenon we want to abstract from
for firms' material intensity, i.e. (ln) inter
request.
lnðsð1Þsð4ÞÞ
of interest in this paper. Thismore favora
.
mediate inputs per worker.
lnðsð1Þsð5ÞÞ
) Controlling for firms' location in France

Sales
 0.110***
 0.082*
 0.278***
 0.068
(0.020)
 (0.046)
 (0.067)
 (0.110)
) Removing neighboring sourcing countries

Sales
 0.145***
 0.165***
 0.254**
 0.176
(0.018)
 (0.044)
 (0.107)
 (0.235)
Notes: This table summarizes a set of robustness checks for ourmain result. For all specificationwe control for the sourcing strategywith sourcing strategy specificfixed effects.We refer to
the main text for the details of the different specifications. The full results including the number of observations and the marginal effects are contained in the Online Appendix.
B.2.5.1. Firm fixed effects.

We first replicate the baseline analysis of Table 5 while incorporating firm level fixed effects into the estimated specifications. This implies that the
coefficient of interest associated with sales is now identified from time variation in both firm size and import expenditure shares. The benefit of such
specification is that they enable us to control for potential firm-level, time invariant unobserved heterogeneity, which is potentially correlated with
both firm size and importing behavior.38 Reassuringly, the obtained results are very similar to those of the baseline specification, in spite of the dif-
ferent identification strategy. The detailed results are contained in Table 18 in Section O.2 of the Online Appendix.
B.2.5.2. Un-weighted regressions.

All of the regressions that are presented in the main text are weighted to give each firm an equal weight, independently of the number of imported
products. The reason for this weighting procedure is that we do not want to over-emphasize the largest firms, which account for a disproportionate
share of import flows, as documented in Table 10 and Fig. 5. In Table 14 however, we present the results obtained for our central specification
(Table 3) without weighting. The obtained results are almost unaffected, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The detailed results are contained
in Table 19 in Section O.2 of the Online Appendix.
B.2.5.3. Alternative proxies for productivity.

In our central specification of Table 3, firm sales are first and foremost a proxy for overall firm size, a firm level characteristic which enable to test
Proposition 1.We now investigatewhether our baseline results are robust to other proxies for firm productivity. In Table 14we usefirst employment
as an alternative measure of firm size.39We also present the results obtained with (revenue) productivity.We estimate revenue productivity from a
translog production function in value added,with themethod proposed in Petrin and Levinsohn (2012). The regression results show that ourfindings
are largely preserved qualitatively and quantitatively. The detailed results are contained in Tables 20 and 21 in Section O.2 of the Online Appendix.
B.2.5.4. Controlling for intra-firm trade.

One interpretation of our results could be that they reflect intra-firm trade. If large firms are more likely to be linked with their most important sup-
pliers and buy larger quantities in such intra-firm transactions, onewould indeed expect that largefirmshavemore concentrated expenditure shares.
While this is a plausible mechanism, we now present additional results that our main results do not seem to be driven by such considerations.
Recall that all our baseline regressions already explicitly control forwhether or not the importingfirm is part of a international group, i.e. whether the
firm has foreign affiliates. Our data, however, containsmore detailed information. In particular, we observe the precise country in which the affiliate
is located. In Panel (E) of Table 14we therefore explicitly control for the set of countries the importing firm has an affiliate in. Doing so does not affect
the results. In particular, we still find a positive relationship between firm size and the concentration of expenditure shares. As an alternative to con-
trolling for the set of foreign affiliates we can also focus on the sample of firms, which do not have any foreign affiliates. Specifically, we replicate our
analysis for the set of firms, which are not part of an international group.We find that our results are almost identical to our baseline results, i.e. even
among firms without foreign affiliates import demand is non-homothetic in that firm size is positively correlated with the concentration of expen-
diture shares. The detailed results are contained in Tables 22 and 23 in Section O.2 of the Online Appendix.
B.2.5.5. Aggregation across products and years.

In our main analysis wemeasure import flows annually at the 8-digit level. In this section we show that our results are robust to these choices. Con-
sider first the classification of products. We replicate our main results when we measure products at the 4-digit level.40 It is clearly seen that the re-
sults are qualitatively and quantitatively very similar. We then turn to the issue of time aggregation. If import flows are lumpy, we might see a large
extent of time-variation in firms' import flows. While it is less clear why such pattern would systematically tend to generate a positive correlation
between firm size and the concentration of expenditure shares, we nevertheless redid our analysis on “long-run” import flows, i.e. import flows,
which are aggregated between 2001 and 2006. The results show the exact same pattern as the annual data: the concentration of expenditure
share is increasing in firm size. The detailed results are contained in Tables 24 and 25 in Section O.2 of the Online Appendix.
B.2.5.6. Internal geography in France.

Our baseline analysis does not control for the internal geography in France. If trade costs depend on distance and firms of different size are differen-
tially allocated across space, our resultsmight be driven by variation in firms' distances to their suppliers. In this sectionwe address this concern. Our
data does contain detailed information on the location of each firmwithin France. In particular we observe in which region, department andmunic-
ipality the firm is located in. There are 24 regions, 102 department and 10,149 municipalities. We can exploit this information to control for firms'
distance to their sourcing countries. In Table 14 we replicate our main results when we interact firms' sourcing strategies with their location
ble location
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measured at the municipality level. Hence, the coefficient on sales is only identified from firms in the same location who buy their inputs from the
same sourcing countries. We also provide an additional robustness checks to address this concern. In particular, we focus on trading partners, where
the variation in distance within France is arguable less important, namely trading partners, which are far away. To do so, we drop all import flows,
with close-by countries (Spain, Italy, Germany, Luxembourg, Belgium and the UK). On this restricted sample we find the same non-homothetic pat-
tern as for our baseline. The detailed results are contained in Tables 26 and 27 in Section O.2 of the Online Appendix.
B.2.6. Regressions by sourcing strategy

In the specifications of Table 3, the coefficients on firm sales βwere identified by pooling firms with different sourcing strategies and controlling for
sourcing strategy fixed effects. We now consider more demanding empirical specifications which restrict the sample to firms that perfectly agree on
the sourcing strategy by product. More precisely, for each product, we consider firms that source only from themost popular set of countries of car-
dinality V. We then estimate the specification (12) pooling all firm × products of cardinality V, for V=2, . . , 5. Becausewe always control for product
fixed effects, the coefficient of interest is identified from the variation across firms who share the exact same sourcing strategy.41
Table 15

Firm size and the intensive margin of trade: sourcing-strategy-specific coefficients.
4
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1 Note that both the identity of countries can vary acr
lnðsð1Þsð2ÞÞ
oss products and that firms do not hav
lnðsð1Þsð3ÞÞ
e to have the same sourcing strategy a
lnðsð1Þsð4ÞÞ
cross products.
lnðsð1Þsð5ÞÞ
(1)
 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
Most popular 2-variety sourcing strategies

Sales
 0.091***
(0.007)
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)

On dependent variable
 0.225

On s(k)
 −0.033
mple average of s(k)
 0.199

bservations
 83.778

entified FE
 10.547

f which singletons
 2.189
Most popular 3-variety sourcing strategies

Sales
 0.058***
 0.177***
(0.013)
 (0.018)
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)

On dependent variable
 0.135
 0.414

On s(k)
 −0.019
 −0.022
mple average of s(k)
 0.218
 0.070

bservations
 24.747
 24.747

entified FE
 8740
 8740

f which singletons
 3.767
 3.767
Most popular 4-variety sourcing strategies

Sales
 −0.024
 0.033
 0.159***
(0.023)
 (0.029)
 (0.039)
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)

On dependent variable
 −0.053
 0.073
 0.356

On s(k)
 0.010
 −0.007
 −0.010
mple average of s(k)
 0.221
 0.089
 0.032

bservations
 11,690
 11,690
 11,690

entified FE
 6.749
 6.749
 6.749

f which singletons
 4.081
 4.081
 4.081
Most popular 5-variety sourcing strategies

Sales
 0.049
 0.089*
 0.160***
 0.145**
(0.037)
 (0.047)
 (0.053)
 (0.064)
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)

On dependent variable
 0.105
 0.191
 0.342
 0.310

On s(k)
 −0.012
 −0.013
 −0.011
 −0.004
mple average of s(k)
 0.217
 0.098
 0.044
 0.017

bservations
 7.147
 7.147
 7.147
 7.147

entified FE
 5.129
 5.129
 5.129
 5.129

f which singletons
 3.738
 3.738
 3.738
 3.738
o
Notes: Regressions are estimated at the importer × product level. Regression samples include importers with exactly two, three, four or five varieties depending on the specification, ob-
served from 2001 to 2006. For each NC8 product, only the most popular sourcing strategy is selected. Robust standard errors in parentheses with ***, ** and * respectively denoting sig-
nificance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels. All regressions include the following additional controls: a dummy indicating that the firm is an exporter, a dummy indicating that the firm is an
affiliate of a larger corporate group, a dummy indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (and not simply French domestic affiliates), a dummy indicating foreign headquarters, and
an indicator of capital intensity (ln tangible assets per worker). All regressions include fixed effects for years, four-digit industries and eight-digit products (× countries). Observations
are weighted to give each firm an equal weight, independently of the number of imported products. Themarginal impacts of an increase of sales by one standard deviation are computed
at the mean of each sample in terms of sales, s(1), s(2), s(3), s(4) and s(5).

The results, shown in Table 15, are very similar to the ones of Table 5, both qualitatively and quantitatively.Most coefficients are significantly positive
and their magnitude tends to increasewith the order of the statistic, which implies that the distribution of expenditure across ranked sourcing coun-
tries of large firms first-order stochastically dominates the one of their smaller sized counterparts.
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B.2.6.1. The CES approach (for regressions by sourcing strategies).

One challengeof the statistical analysis of the intensivemarginof imports in Section3.3 is to control as accurately aspossible for the extensivemargin. In
the baseline regressions of Table 3,we insert high-dimensional sets offixed effects,while the approach underlying Table 15 focuses evenmoreprecisely
on firms' intensive margin problem by considering only firms × products with strictly identical sourcing strategies. A major limitation of these ap-
proaches is, however, that thenumberof observationsdrops substantially, thusdecreasing the statistical powerof the test. This issuebecomes especially
pressing for the caseof 4or5 varieties. To address this concern,weexploit inTable16apropertyof theCESdemand systemthat allowsus to increase the
sample sizewhile still controlling for the identity offirms' sourcing countries.More specifically,when theproduction function is CES, as in (5), themodel
of Section 2 implies that the log difference between expenditure shares of any two varieties c and c′ (of any two order statistics j and j′) is given by:

ln
sijk
si j0k

 !
¼ ln sijk

� �
− ln si j0k

� �
¼ ρ−1ð Þ ln ξjk

� �
− ln ξ j0k

� �� �
; ð46Þ:

which is not only independent of any firm characteristic conditional on the sourcing strategy, but is even independent of the sourcing strategy itself, as
the log-linear structure of expenditure shares in the CES case allows us to “difference out” the sourcing strategy.42While Eq. (46) requires stronger as-
sumptions than the general expenditure share Eq. (7) of Section 2, it is very useful. Indeed, the key advantage of (46) over (12) is that it can be tested by
pooling firms that source both c and c′ but thatmay otherwise disagree in their sourcing strategy. This approach therefore results in an increase in sam-
ple size.
Table 16

Firm size and the intensive margin of trade, exploiting the CES structure.
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e exclusion restriction implicit in (46) for two par
roach, coupled with the CES assumption, is that we
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swhich are actually sourced. That is, ex
ticular varieties we need to restrict our
can pool together firms that differ in
lnðsð1Þsð3ÞÞ
pression (46) is valid for c, c′∈Σki, and n
selves to the set of firms that source th
their sourcing strategy as long as they
lnðsð1Þsð4ÞÞ
ot defined otherwise. Thismeans that
ose two varieties. An advantage of the
agree in sourcing a particular pair of v
lnðsð1Þsð5ÞÞ
(1)
 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
Firms sourcing (at least) from the 2 most popular countries

Sales
 0.089***
(0.005)
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)

On dependent variable
 0.225

On s(k)
 −0.032
mple average of s(k)
 0.208

bservations
 210.341

entified FE
 10.765

f which singletons
 1.371
Firms sourcing (at least) from the 3 most popular countries

Sales
 0.041***
 0.127***
(0.006)
 (0.009)
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)

On dependent variable
 0.098
 0.299

On s(k)
 −0.012
 −0.021
mple average of s(k)
 0.218
 0.091

bservations
 79.453
 79.453

entified FE
 9180
 9180

f which singletons
 2.107
 2.107
Firms sourcing (at least) from the 4 most popular countries

Sales
 0.014*
 0.058***
 0.142***
(0.008)
 (0.010)
 (0.013)
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)

On dependent variable
 0.031
 0.130
 0.319

On s(k)
 −0.001
 −0.010
 −0.013
mple average of s(k)
 0.217
 0.102
 0.050

bservations
 40.614
 40.614
 40.614

entified FE
 7.446
 7.446
 7.446

f which singletons
 2.299
 2.299
 2.299
Firms sourcing (at least) from the 5 most popular countries

Sales
 0.009
 0.026*
 0.078***
 0.151***
(0.010)
 (0.013)
 (0.016)
 (0.020)
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)

On dependent variable
 0.019
 0.056
 0.169
 0.326

On s(k)
 0.000
 −0.004
 −0.008
 −0.008
mple average of s(k)
 0.212
 0.107
 0.058
 0.031
(continued on next page)
when testing for
differencing ap-
arieties.
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able 16 (continued)
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3 This step is designed to rank the different varieti
nking of price adjusted qualities, for a given sourcin
lnðsð1Þsð2ÞÞ
es according to their price-adjusted qu
g strategy.We use thefirm-specific ran
lnðsð1Þsð3ÞÞ
ality. Recall that according to the theor
king to allow for disagreement in the ra
lnðsð1Þsð4ÞÞ
y the ranking of expenditure shares is
nking of these varieties across firms, as
lnðsð1Þsð5ÞÞ
(1)
 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
bservations
 23.989
 23.989
 23.989
 23.989

entified FE
 5.967
 5.967
 5.967
 5.967

f which singletons
 2.219
 2.219
 2.219
 2.219
o
Notes: Regressions are estimated at the importer × product level. Regression samples include importers with more than two, three, four or five varieties depending on the specification,
observed from2001 to 2006. For eachNC8 product, only themost popular sourcing sub-strategy (of two, three, four or five countries respectively) is selected. Then, we restrict our sample
to importers sourcing the considered product at least from this set of countries, while allowing disagreement about ranking of countries. Robust standard errors in parentheses with ***, **
and * respectively denoting significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels. All regressions include the following additional controls: a dummy indicating that the firm is an exporter, a dummy
indicating that the firm is an affiliate of a larger corporate group, a dummy indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (and not simply French domestic affiliates), a dummy indicating
foreign headquarters, and an indicator of capital intensity (ln tangible assets per worker). All regressions include fixed effects for years, four-digit industries and eight-digit products (×
countries). Observations are weighted to give each firm an equal weight, independently of the number of imported products. Themarginal impacts of an increase of sales by one standard
deviation are computed at the mean of each sample in terms of sales, s(1), s(2), s(3), s(4) and s(5).

Tomake (46) operational, we adopt the following procedure.We first fix a number of varieties, V. For each product k, we select the V varieties which
appear in the highest number of sourcing strategies. We then keep all the firms that source from at least these V countries - this is the key difference
with the approach in Table 15. We then rank these V countries for each firm and estimate the regression contained in (12) on the enlarged
subsamples.43 Table 16, which has the same structure as Table 15, contains the results. First of all note the usefulness of this approach in terms of
increasing the sample size - for all cases, thenumber of observations increases by a factor of almost 3. This strengthens our earlier results considerably
as (almost) all coefficients are positive and highly significant. As in Table 15, we also recover the monotonicity of the coefficients and the point es-
timates are very similar in magnitude. Hence, in Table 16 again, larger firms appear to concentrate their spending on their most preferred sourcing
countries relative to smaller importers.

B.2.7. The domestic expenditure share
Table 17

Non-homothetic import demand: firm size and domestic shares.

s
Dep. var.
 lnð D
1−sD

Þ

Controlling for the sourcing strategy (Σ)
 Not contr. for Σ
(1)
 (2)
 (3)
 (4)
 (5)
Sales
 0.574***
 0.658***
 0.816***
 0.733***
 −0.022***

(0.005)
 (0.006)
 (0.016)
 (0.023)
 (0.004)
Nb imported
 −0.750***
 −0.831***
 –
 –
 –

roducts (8dig.)
 (0.006)
 (0.008)

Nb countries
 −0.679***
 –
 –
 –
 –
(0.009)

xed effects:
 Years Industry
 Years Industry Countries
 Years Industry Products x Countries
 Years Industry x Products x Countries
 Years Industry
pact of a 1 standard deviation increase in sales (from mean)

On dependent variable
 1.636
 1.874
 2.324
 2.088
 −0.062

On sD
 0.224
 0.239
 0.261
 0.250
 −0.013
ample average of sD
 0.699
 0.699
 0.699
 0.699
 0.699

bservations
 160,103
 160,103
 160,103
 160,103
 160,103

entified FE
 334
 59,181
 143,873
 148,947
 334

f which singletons
 3
 51,222
 137,721
 143,650
 3
o
Notes: Regressions at the importer level, observed from 2001 to 2006. Robust standard errors in parentheses with ***,** and * respectively denoting significance at the 1%, 5% and 10%
levels. All regressions include the following additional controls: a dummy indicating that the firm is an exporter, a dummy indicating that the firm is an affiliate of a larger corporate
group, a dummy indicating that the latter has foreign affiliates (and not simply French domestic affiliates), a dummy indicating that the group has foreign headquarters, and an indicator
of capital intensity (ln tangible assets perworker). Industryfixed effects are at the four digit level (thehighest level available in the French classification of industries, which is slightlymore
detailed than the NACE). Product fixed effects are at the eight digit level (highest level of the EU Combined Nomenclature).

Appendix C. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jinteco.2019.04.004.
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